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ROOKIE ALDERMEN RUN RIOT

Candidate
OFFICIALS CONFIRMED
City Electrician—O. E. Pinkham.
City Physician—Dr. C. D. North.
Health Officer—Dr. James Kent.
4
Milk Inspector—Dr. Crosby French.
Overseer of Poor—Mrs. Bernice Jackson.
Harbor Master—John G. Snow.
Park Commissioners—A. F. Me Alary for three years; Herbert C.
Newbegin to fill vacancy occasioned by resignation of John W.
Burns.
Public Library Trustees—Cleveland Sleeper, Jr., Mrs. Irene Moran,
and R. S. Sherman.

APPOINTMENTS REJECTED

City Marshal, Laurence J. Mansfield.
City Solicitor, Jerome C. Burrows.
City Treasurer, Charles H. Morey.

Chief Engineer, Van E. Russell.
Tax Collector, Carl O. Nelson.
Police Matron, Helen Corbett.
Assessor, Adoniram J. Bird.
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Both men were fully clothed and
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the son explained that the men
Were in the habit of wandering
around the house most of the night.
He added they slept in their
clothes, one on a couch and inother in a chair.
Lt. J. Edward Marks of the
State police and Deputy Sheriff
Ralph Miller of Waldoboro assisted
in the investigation.

The Rotary Cluh

J. C. Burrows Tells How He
Was Admitted To Prac
tice In U. S. Court
Jerome C Burrows, Rockland at
torney, spoke before brother Rotarians at the meeting Friday. Mr.
Burrows, introduced by Thomas C.
Stone, sketched the development of
legal proceedings from the earliest
times and referred t o a “new type
of law, by directive,” which he does
not favor as it is not in accordance
with our constitution.
“First in the mind of a good at
torney is to help his client,” the
speaker said. He described some of
the usual types of clients who came
for assistance when they were in
legal tangles. Especially interest
ing was Mr. Burrows’ story of his
trip to Washington in April, 1941,
when, before Chief Justice Hughes,
he was admitted to practice in the
U. S Supreme Court.
H. P. Blodgett made a favorable
report as to the progress of the War
Fund campaign and the fellowship
committee reported that Dr. John
S. Lowe, ill several days, was re
covering.
Ray Winchenpaw of Friendship
was guest of a member anfi the vis
iting Rotarians were: A. Victor El
more, Charles E. Lord and William
E. Reed of Camden and Glen A.
Lawrence of Belfast.
Fifty-five
were present.

SALE

Bent upon ousting the “Old i ty in all departments shall be para
Guard.” and clipping the wings of mount to all others’ and substituting
Mayer Veazie. the newly elected 1 therefor the words and control of
1 the City Council,’ so that said ordi
nance as amended, shall read as
follows:
“Section 38 The standing com
mittees of the City Council and the
committees on Police shall, besides
their other duties have the manage
ment and control of the several de
partments over which they are
placed: subject, however, to the
supervision and control of the City
Council. All heads of departments
shall be subject to the direction and
supervision of said committee, ana
be responsible to them for the ad
ministration of their departments."
The appointment of standing
committees by Mayor Veazie was also
under fire, and attention was di
rected to Rule 2, which reads:
“Rule 2. All standing committees
shall be appointed by the Ma»or
Edward R. Veazie, who begins his
fourth term and seventh year as
mayor.

Board of Aldermen swung into ac
tion on Inauguration Day, by hoist
ing the flag of rebellion.
The appointment of city officials
brought matters to a climax, and
the above list shows exactly what
happened. All of the more import
ant appointments were rejected by
a vote of 5 to 2, the aldermen voting
to confirm being Ralph L. Wiggin of
Ward 3. a Republican; and William
J. Sullivan of Ward 5. elected by
both Democrats and Republicans
The aldermen who refused to con
firm were: John W. Lane of Ward
1, Republican; John J. Perry of
Ward 2, Republican; Albert J. Brickley of Ward 4, Republican: Elliot
Gamage of Ward 6. Democrat; and
Rodney Murphy of Ward 7, Demo
crat.
As the law now appears to be in
terpreted the officials hold over un
til their successors are confirmed,
and the appointing power remains
in the Mayor’s hands.
While broad changes at City Hall
appear to be the intent of the Aldermanic majority it required no
special foresight to discover that the
office of Chief of Police, now held by
Laurence J. Mansfield, is the spe
cific target. To that end. under
suspension of the rules the follow
ing ordinance was passed yesterday
which would give the police com
mittee absolute jurisdiction of that
department. It was offered by Al
derman Perry, whose antipathy and
opposition to Chief Mansfield is well
known.
The ordinance follows:
“That Section 38 of Chapter 44 of
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ATH IRON WORKS
NOTICE
I

[resentatives of the Bath Iron Works Corp., will be in Rockat the U. S. Employment Office, 447 Main Street—

RIDAY, JANUARY 7
(Afternoon and evening)

4

Chief of Police L. J. Mansfield,
who sees enemy camping upon his
trail.
the Revised Ordinances of said City
be amended by striking out after
the word supervision the words ‘and
control of the Mayor whose authori-

City Clerk E. R. Keene, who be
gins his 24th year in that office.

unless the Board shall otherwise de
termine, and all other committees
by the Mayor or presiding officer,
unless otherwise provided for.”
Hobbling to his desk on crutches
City CleTk E. Robert Keene called
the City Government to order and
administered the oath of office to
the Aldermen after a credentials
committee comprising Brickley and
Gamage had found all seven mem
bers present.
Mayor-elect Edward R. Veazie
was escorted to the Council Cham
ber by Aldermen Sullivan and Wiggin, and for a fourth consecutive
time the oath of office was adminsitered to him by Clerk Keene.
Amcng those in attendance were
two former mayors—Philip Howard
and Edwin L. Brown.
Prayer was offered by Rev. Dr.
John Smith Lowe, barely recovered
from an attack of grippe.
Referred to as having served faith
fully and well, City Clerk Keene was
reappointed by Mayor Veazie, the
oath of office being administered by
the latter. Confirmation was unani
mous. Mr. Keene, greatly esteemed
by members of both parties, enters
upon his 24th year in that capacity,
with Miss Pearl Borgerson as stenegrapher.
i Alderman John J. Perry was made
chairman of the Board, by unani
mous vote.
! Mayor Veazie’s inaugural address,
delivered extemporaneously, follows:
i Mayor Veazie said in part:
“It is impossible at the first meeting of a new administration to dis' cuss all the problems which will con, front us. There are, however, a few
items which I believe will be of in
terest to you and to which you may
give consideration at a later date.
j “The published report of the City
Treasurer shows facts which I be
lieve are of particular interest to
all our citizens. During the last few

BASKETBALL
Thomaston High School Gym

FRIDAY, JANUARY 7
THOMASTON HIGH SCHOOL

iterview and employ all able bodied men and women of the

ind area who are available under the regulations of the
Man Power Commission.
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Has New Ownership

The Black Cat

Lease of Hotel Rockland Ta
ken Over By J. M. Acheson
Object To Mayor Veazie’s Appointments— —J. Roland Champoux
New Manager
Take Police Department In Own Hands

TRUCKING INTERESTS AND

From 1 to 9 P. M.

Gazette
J. M. Acheson, operator of the
Augusta House, Augusta, Maine,
Hotels DeWitt and Littleton,
Lewiston, has purchased the lease
of Hotel Rockland and will take
pcssession of the property Wednes
day. J. Roland Champoux. recent
ly appointed manager of Hotel
Rockland, succeeding J. F. Brown
will continue in his capacity under
the new ownership, Mr. Acheson is
one of the outstanding hotel men
in New England and enjoys a wide
acquaintance throughout Maine I
He has been very successful in the
operation of the Augusta House
since 1941 and Hotels DeWitt and
Littleton since 194C
He stated
that he has in mind many im
provements for Hotel Rockland as
soon as necessary equipment and
supplies are available.
He also said it will be his earnest
desire to give the citizens of Rock
land and the traveling public of
Maine first class hotel accommo
dations and do all possible to help
improve the welfare of the com
munity in this section of the State.

> A*

(By Tne Roving Reporter)

One wouldn’t believe that any
plant with good judgment would
exhibit signs of Spring activity in
sub-zero weather like we’ve been
having but the pussy willows
plucked by Diane McAulffe of 42
Fulton street cn Chrstmas Day
were already to purr.

years, we have made a substantial
Martha, the calico cat which has
reduction in our city debt. This been in the family of Rev. and Mrs
has been accomplished by the re C. Vaughn Overman at Rockport
tirement of bond issues and the pay , since they were married six years
ment of an accumulation of old tem ago has been missing since last
porary loan notes.
Saturday. Always accustomed to
“For the first time in many years lying beside the warm kitchen
we are now within our bonded debt stove o' nights her unexplained ab
limit and have no bonds maturing sence in the frigid atmosphere has
before 1947. Last year we appro left her owners much concerned.
priated a sum to the sinking fund
and I suggest that you continue
When it comes to spry old folks
such appropriations so that when Mrs. Newell W. Eugley of Warren
further bond issues come due they has in mind George O. Teague, 87,
who has been custodian of the
may be retired.
“The conditions of our highways, Warren High School building for 26
of course, is of vital importance. years. He has just completed 15
For several years there has been a weeks alone,” writes Mrs. Eugley,
program for permanent mainten “which I think is wonderful for a
ance of our streets and this program man of 87. Has done all his house
was progressing satisfactorily until work since his wife died 12 years
two years ago whe n because of the ago. His home is kept so neat that
war. the supply of material was cut oftentmes when I take some of
off. We were able to purchase less my company in to see him they ask
than 50% of our requirements and me who does his house work. He
this amount purchased had to be is known to young and old and
used on streets and highways desig dearly loved by us all as “Uncle
nated by the Federal Bureau of George. ”
•
Public Roads and the State Highway
Smelt fishermen, or what's left
Commission as essential to the war
of
'em, are reaping their annual
effort. Whether or not the Federal
harvest
on the Maine coast. The
Government will release surfacing
Lincoln
County News says the
material the coming year has not
shiny
fish
are selling at 40 cents a
been announced.
pound.
There
are only about 20
“At the present time the Federal
and State Governments are dis houses at the bay at the Mills but
cussing plans for the post-war about 40 pounds to a tide are be
ing taken. The smelts run large
period. When peace comes there
this year.
,
must be employment for the men re
turning from war and I believe every
"The Smiling Cow,” a gift shop
municipality will be expected to do
its share through its own Public on the Maine coast, will cease to
Works program. Therefore, I asx smile with the advent of the new
that you and your committee on year—at least until smiling weath
er and Summer visitors return.—
Public Works give particular con
Lewiston Journal.
sideration as to what the needs of
the City of Rockland are and as to
Those who swear by Grantland
how we should proceed.
Rice’s sporting predictions are
“In assuming again the office of swearing at him since the bowl
Mayor I want to serve the best in games on New Years Day.
terests of my city, to achieve some
thing perhaps, which will add to
Writing from Shelton, Washing
the prosperity and comfort of all our ton, Ralph F. Haskell says: “My
citizens through a fair and impar two yellow cats, Peter and Pat,
tial administration of the affairs send New Years greetings to The
which have been placed in our Black Cat Want to know if there
hands I ask your help and co-op are any sports like them They like
eration.’’
to go for a ride in the auto also
with me in the rowboat for a row.
Twenty Busy Years and get on the arm of my chair
to listen to 9 p. m. radio news.

Have Marked Career Of Bar
bara Wiggin Now In Wom
an’s Naval Reserve
Barbara Ellenora Wiggin of 37 >4
Tillson avenue, Rockland, member
of the Woman’s Reserve, First Na
val District, is a daughter of Oliver
H and Genevieve Gamage (Ferrero)
Wiggin, and was born at Ash Point,
June 4, 1923.
She graduated from Leavitt In
stitute at Turner Center, where she
was class secretary two years and a
member of the Angelus board four
years. Her other school activities
included class dramas, junior dec
lamations, and student athletics.

TUESDAY
ISSUE

Irving Elwell, familiarly and affectionatley known to hundreds of
She took a secretarial course at the
Ballard Business School for six
months. She was 'run the Laidette
Extension University in Washing
ton, D. C-, four months.
Miss Wiggin was employed by the
War Department in the office of the
Provost Marshal General as senior
clerk typist, by the M & G Sports
wear, Rockland, by the Bureau of
Internal Revenue, Washington and
by the Electric Service & Sales Com
pany in New Bedford.
Her hobbies are stamp collecting,
swimming and skating.

persons as “Huffy,” closed his bar
ber shop at The Brook Saturday,
for what may prove his permanent
retirement from the vocation which
he has served well over 50 years.
About three months ago Mr. Elwell
fell on Main street and suffered a
compound fracture of his left wrist.
Il has never recovered to the ex
tent where he could resume shav
ing and while Huffy's skill at re
partee suffered nothing from the
accident it is his skill with the
razor and not with his tongue that
puts shoes on the baby. Oldtime
customers and many new ones hope
that when he cut my hair the other
day it was not his tonsorial vale
dictory.

If you folks read any misdated
items in this paper lay it all onto
the fact that nobody has replaced
the beautiful wall calendar fur
nished last year from far away
Wyoming by my vigilant friend.
Ralph Smith. I l^jiow there must
be such calendars in existence
somewhere.
One year ago: Mr. and Mrs. E.
h. Crie observed their golden wed
ding anniversary. — Clarence O
V/yllie was confirmed as road com
missioner.—A fall led to a frac
tured left shoulder for Sherman
Daniels—Mrs. Albert M. Hastings
broke one of her wrists by falling—
Among the deaths: Rockland, Ar
thur Brewster. 64; Rockland, Ben
jamin F. Collamore, 89; Thomas
ton, William Cogan, 86; Rockland,
Mrs. Herman E. Tibbetts, 70

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
II I had my life Io live again I
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week. The loss ot these
tastes is a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin.
7 HE CARPENTER OF NAZARETH
The Child of Nazareth. He loved to
build
Things as a boy. His hands oft gath
ered wood
Along the roads and with a knife
carved lines

Of simple beauty there—the best He
could
Tn later years, a stalwart youth. His
hands
Sure with the saw and firm as a
hardened will.
Would build a chair, a door, a peasant's
tool.
In Joseph's busy shop high on the
hill.
And when He built a house, the
eaves were found
Straight as a plumb-line; every ox
goad sent
Forth to the fields from His stout arm
was strong;
No wall He ever sold was warped or
bent.
And so with souls—His lips would
move and mend

Each broken suppliant with faith
and love;
Great healing surged from His clear,
sinless eyts.
And truth rang in His voice from
God above.
God, send Your Carpenter down from
the height—
Man's world Is full of broken things
tonight!

—by Philip Jerome Cleveland

HELP
WANTED
Former Hotel Experience
Unnecessary

Middle Aged
Man or Woman
Steady Employment

BELFAST HIGH SCHOOL

BOYS AND GIRLS
GAME CALLED AT 7 30
ADMISSION: 25c and 40c, plus tax

BASKETBALL

Year Round Work

Girl, 21 to 35 years

Tonight, at Community Building

ict the U.S. Employment Office, telephone Rockland 105,
ter details and for employment in a 100 percent essen✓

rar Industry.

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
7.30 P. M.

« ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL

KNOX COUNTY PRESENTS

VS.

ITS FRIENDLY NEIGHBOR

CAMDEN ARMY BASE

FERNALD FOR GOVERNOR

ADMISSION 25, 15c
103-22

Apply in person at

HOTEL
ROCKLAND
104
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O ye sons of men, how long will
ye love vanity.—Ps. 4:2.

(By K. S. F.)

And miracles of virtue
It seems almost Incredible
How little things can hurt you.

Also adjectives describe—
Words with Wings:
Nouns are names
Places and things.
Exclamations all
Jump at me!
Pron ouns—words
Like he and she.
Adverbs tell how, where,
When and why;
Verbs have moods
And so do I.

This writer has a gay and charm
ing instinct of reasoning and puts
her lines together with a zip most
effective.
Her lines to women—evidently
written earlier,
Women were born to cook and sweep.
Women live but to work and weep.
Women are pawns In a losing game—
But men fall In love with them, just
the same.

Her longer poems have heart,
soul and fine feeling, proving her
a woman of extra fine sensibility
and good reasoning mind. Good
luck to her future..
Mrs. Brown is independent in her
verse form. Therein lies much of
her charm, and care free poise. She
is Mrs. Harold P. Brown and a pop
ular Bangor woman, with ability.
Kathleen S. Fuller
Mary Poppins Opens the Door.

Author P. L. Travers. Published by
Reynal & Hitchcock, New York.
Who is there so lacking in the ro
mance of youth that they have lost
the art of make-believe? My heart
goes out in pity for them. Half
the fun of life is beng able to make
your own self the age of these you
are with, and try to see things
as your companions see them. This
will fill you with a new vigor and
sense of values.
Mary Poppens has become a na
tional institution, with young and
old ready to adept her into their
hearts. Mary Shepard s drawings
also contribute to this love of ro
mance and make-believe.
When Mary opened the door
again into the unhappy Banks
family, she simply delighted1 hun
dreds of the world's children of
both younger and older growth.
Not since “Alice in Wonderland
charmed and thrilled the younger
generation, has a story-book taken
such a deep hold on the imagina
tion, and delight of guessing what I
K. S. F.

J IS /
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author W. F. Lynch, U.S N. Pub
lished in Philadelphia by Blanch
ard and Lea, 1854.
This is the ninth edition, re
vised. The book is dedicated to
John Y. Mason, Secretary of the
Navy, (a slight tribute to his pri
vate worth and public excellence).
The volume of 508 pages, bound
in heavy’ leather, with gold intag
lio on the cover, and with most
interesting illustrations; also a
map of the section, is a book to
study and enjoy. The printing is
unusually clear and excellent, and
the stock a better class of paper
than can be found today in books.
The story is not like writers give
one today, but told with an honest
fullness of detail, arresting in vigor
of honesty.
The author had time for poetic

WORKING FOR VICTORY

[EDITORIAL]
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Answers to Quiz for Driver*

A.—The white powder sometimes
coating a new tire caused by sulphur
not chemically combined with the
rubber.
A.—A device used by mcrharics for
adjusting a car's internal brake fassembly.
A.—No. Brushes are carbon blocks
serving as an electrical contact be
tween the generator’s commutator and
coils.
thoughts to illustrate his reactions.
Thus in *his diary he writes: “The
beams of the rising sun reflected
from the lake, were dancing about
the walls of the apartment when I
awoke. A light breeze ruffled the
surface, which broke into dimples,
and laughed in the sun’.”
A book worthy of study in this
time of whirling war tom condi
tions.—K. S. F.

Anger In the Sky. Author Susan
Ertz. Published by Harper &
Brothers, New York.
Susan Ertz has given in this
novel the drama of an English fam
ily, told against a background oi
total war. Every character is a
living, vital part of this fine novel.
Wc encounter high courage, anger
and staunchness. There is also in
this bock, as one finds in old Eng
land, the will to endure.
Many lives are bound together by
force of hard clrcumstaces that cut
deep.
All these nationalities
bound together with determined
will to crush this new evil abroad
in some parts of the world. As
one reads he feels the force that
impels humans forward in this
world battlefield.
Susan Ertz has true heroism in
her marrow, and is the explorer of
deep humanity in her treatment of
mature idealism. One feels the
characters she rites about are
living and vital parts of civiliza
tion.
There is dramatic poise well
wotrh study in this really fine and
important novel.—K S. F.

A rare and! fine old book entitled
“The Red Sea and the Jordan.”

TWICE-A-WEEK

Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consclidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
Subscriptions $3.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
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Book Review
The Merry-Go-Round. Author
Ina Ladd Brown of Bangor. Pub
lished by Falmouth Publishing
House, Portland.
A pamphlet, blue paper bound
and dedicated “To My Mother,” is
this sheaf of some half hundred
verses of colorful thoughts in rhyth
mic lines, such as:
In a world of big achievements

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

DUTCH NECK
Mrs. Hattie Merrill is visiting rel
atives in Lowell, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Wallace were
guests Christmas Day of Mr and
Mrs. Ernest Black in Waldoboro.
Miss Mabel Chase of Allston,
Mass., passed the holiday weekend
wit hher parents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
F. Chase.
Thomas Winchenbach and Austin
Wallace were Portland visitors last
Tuesday.
Mrs. Marion McClure and three
childr^? are spending a week at
their home in Newton, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Chase and
son Keith of Greene passed several
days recently with Mr. and Mrs.
William Chase.
Buy War Bonds and Stamps

STITCHERS
WANTED
EXPERIENCED OR LEARNERS

FULL OR PART TIME
Work Under Ideal Conditions In a Daylight Factory

If you have free time either mornings or afternoons

we can use your services

Earn While You Learn—Apply In Person

The handful of citizens which attended
yesterday’s Inauguration at City Hall was
treated to an example of the discord which
may mark the new Administration’s prog
ress the coming two years. Determination
to oust certain city officials was evidenced during the munici
pal campaign, and yesterday it assumed concrete form, with
the rejection of all but one of Mayor Veazie’s reappoint
ments, that being City Clerk Keene, whom nobody would
have dreamed of dropping.
But when the Rockland voters went to the polls it is
doubtful if one out of a hundred was in favor of “throwing
out the whole gang," as the opposition crudely put it. Rock
land has city officials of high character and unquestioned
ability, who, day in and day out, are working for the city’s
best interests. That men of that caliber should be rejected
because of certain grudges against certain: officials, seems in
credible. We do not believe the citizens voted for such a
course, or will endorse the action of the present Board of
Aldermen.
HAVE WE
COME TO
THIS?

Pfc. Malcolm Errol Wiley of
The address of Pvt. Harold W.
Tenant's Harbor has successfully Payson, son of Mr. and Mrs. H. E.
completed the Flexible Aerial Gun Payson of 166 Maverick street,
nery Course at the Army Air Rockland, is: C-7-Co., C., A.R.T.C.,
Forces Flexible Gunnery School, Fort Knox. Ky. Mr and Mrs. PayLaredo Army Air Field, Laredo, son received a cablegram from
Texas. Upon graduation, he was their son, Sgt. Raymond M. Pay”S news when a Canadian railway president invests a Colonel of the
promoted to his present rank and son. who is overseas, conveying
United States Army with the eagle insignia of his new rank. This
unique ceremony took place somewhere in Northern Manitoba where
received the Aerial Gunners Wings. Christmas and New Year’s greet
Lieut.
Col. J. P. Fraim, Officer Commanding, United States Array
He will now assume an important ings.
Forces, Central Canada, headquarters Winnipeg, received news from
•
•
•
•
position as a member of an Army
Washington that he had been appointed full Colonel. He was on a trip
Word has been received from inspecting the Canadian National Railways’ northern facilities with R. C.
Air Forces Combat crew
• • • •
Pvt. David Wotton, son of Mr. and Vaughan, chairman and president.. The investitute took place in Mr.
’s car, “Bonaventure”, which was taken as an omen of “good
’ The two sons of Mrs. Pliny A Mrs. Raymond L. Wotton of Thom Vaughan
going” for the Colonel. Bom in Kentucky, 33 years ago, brought up in
Allen and the late Rev. Mr. Al aston, that he has arrived safely Mississippi, Col. Fraim’s home, now, if it hadn’t been for the war, would
I
The Associated Press wires carried two
len, who was minister of the Uni- in North Africa. He has visited in be in Beverly Hills, Calif. He has wren sendee in all parts of the world.
interesting political items at the week-end.
SECOND
versalist Church in Rockland some Aran.
One was the announcement that Arthur G.
DISTRICT
• • • •
20 years ago, are in the service.
Spear of Portland will not seek the First
CONTEST
The address of John R. Allen, S2c
Pfc. Raymond A. Rhodes has re
District Congressional nomination if Gov.
is Div. 19, Sect. M., U. S. Naval turned to Valley Forge General
Sewall decides to make a bid for it; the other is the statement
Training Station, University of Hospital, Phoenixville, Penn., after
cf Clifford H. Buck of Southport that he will seek the nomina
Wisconsin, Madison, 8, Wis., while spending a 30-day furlough with
tion for Representative Margaret Chase Smith’s seat in the
the address of Sgt. Paul L. Al his parents, Mr. and Mrs Alvin
Second District.
ien, who was bom in Rockland, is Rhodes of Union.
We have, cf course, no immediate concern with what hap
• • • •
ASN, 7003376, care 928th Postal
pens in the First District, except a bleacherite’s interest in
The address of Alinond S. PierUnit, APO, 928, care Postmaster
knowing what Gov. Sewall will do, for in our opinion nobody
San Francisco. Following Mr. Al pent, S2c USiN.R. of Thomaston
else would stand a show against Congressman Hale. Having
len’s pastorate in Rockland he is: Sqd. 6, Gunnery’ Line, N AAS.,
renounced a third term possibility as Governor—and rightly
served churches in Galesburg, Ill., Corry Field, Pensacola, Fla.
so—Gov. Sewall may still be politically minded to try for the
Norway, Maine and North Adams. !
• • • •
Washington job, and if he dees it will be a battle Toyal, for
Mass. Mrs. Allen’s address is: | Midshipman David Newcombe of
Hale is intrenched, and Sewall is exceedingly popular with
1249 Cherry street, Winnetka. Ill., Rockland, who Is attending the
Maine voters.
but
she is spending the “duration” Maine Maritime Academy at CasBut when it comes to the Second District—that’s a family
with
her daughter, Esther, in tine, was a recent guest of Mrs.
affair, and we belong to the family. It Iras ever been The
North
Adams, Mass.
j Marion Lindsey, when on his way
Courier-Gazette’s policy to refrain from taking part in pre• • • •
! to Arlington, Mass., to visit his
Primary contests, but we find it difficult to believe that Mr.
Mrs. Herbert Sidelinger of Port- aunts, Evelyn and Bernice New
Buck is serious in thinking he can win this nomination. He
land has been a recent guest of borg.
rests his present fame upon membership in the State Senate
her mother, Mrs. Horace Seaman
from Lincoln County, and a good one for aught we know.
and her brothers, Charles and Sgt.
Drank Winchenbach and Mrs.
Buck, a former school principal and now manual training
Richard Seaman, who has been Henry A. Gardner of Rockland,
instructor for Boothbay schools, wrote the election division
home on furlough from Las Vegas received holiday greetings from Althat his decision had been reached after many voters had in
Gunnery School at Les Vegas, Ne bert Winchenbach, who is stationed
sisted that he run for that office. If he makes the running we
vada. Sergeant Seaman,z- recently in the South Pacific area. He re
are inclined to think it will be more for the purpose of “getting
received his silver wings. He at cently sent home over $100 in Aus
in line,” which is a political custom old as the hills, and prob
tended Rockland High School be tralian money.
ably a wise one. Mrs. Smith, however, is giving the District
• • • •
fore entering the service last
splendid service at this moment, and as a member of the
Pvt. Lloyd Mahoney, son of Mr.
March.
He
got
his
basic,
training
Naval Affairs committee has added tremendously to her pres
at Miami Beach, Fla., and also and Mrs. Charles Mahoney of
tige at the present session. We don’t want her replaced, and
graduat
d from the radio school at Rockland, was home for Christmas.
doubt if Mr. Buck or anybody else can do it.
Scott Field, Ill. Sgt. Seaman, Mrs. His address is: 1st Prof. Sig.. Ser.,
Seaman and Charles Seaman visit Del., 1st M G. Co., 2nd Sg., Tng.
The death of W. R. Walter of North
ed Horace Seaman of the merchant Reg, Fort Monmouth. N. J.
HAS GONE Waldoboro brings profound sorrow to the
• * * •
marine in New York recently. Sgt
TO HIS
cffice of The Courier-Gazette, which newsRobert
A.
Hussey.
RT2c, US.N.R.
Seaman has left for Fresno. Calif.,
REWARD
paper he had so long and faithfully served
is
visiting
his
mother,
Mrs. Bertha
to rejoin his flight squadron of
as a correspondent and contributor of spe
Hussey
in
Rockland,
and
his wife,
which he is a radio operator.
cial articles. A long life was his, full up with service for the
Mrs.
Freda
Burkett
Hussey
in
BONDS OVER AMERICA
• • • •
community in which his 87 years had been spent. A lumber
The present address of AC Camden, while on a 13-days’ leave.
mill operator in his active days, a Representative to Legisla
• • • •
Charles W. Murphy of Brockton,
ture, a churchman and a member of secret orders there had
Address
of
Richard
E. Thomson,
Mass., formerly of Spruce Head, is
“If they mean to have
Lexington Green
been few idle hours in his career. Lincoln County has lost
son
of
Mr.
and
1
Mrs.
James
Thorn
war,
lei
it
begin
here,
”
Charles
W.
Murphy,
31364791,
Gp.
a good man, a consistent Christian—a friend to everybody.
Capt. John Parker cau
E Sqdn 46. AAFPS, SAACC, San ton, Brooklyn Heights, Thomaston
tioned his 60 Minute
is: Richard E. Thornton,' Sic, 8th
Antonio, Texas.
men on Lexington
Taking up his new duties as Com- —
Special Battalion, Headquarters
• • • •
Green, just before they
WILL MEET mander-in-Chief of troops in Europe, Gen.
fired “the shot heard
Word has been received by his Co. Sec. 1, care Fleet Postoffice,
round the world.”
Dwight D. Eisenhower sent a characteristic
AGAIN IN
parents that Pfc. John D. Robbins San Francisco.
message
to
the
Mediterranean
forces,
wish

GERMANY
of Rockland has been promoted to
ing them luck “until we meet again in the
Sergeant.
Suds for Eyeglasses
heart of the enemy's Continental stronghold.” That there
• • * •
People who wear corrective eye
will be such a meeting, at no distant day, and that Gen. Eisen
Lt. Albert R. Morton has arrived glasses as well as those who wear
hower was correct in prophecying the end of the European
safely in England, according to goggles and other protective eye
struggle the present year is the hope and prayer of every per
word received1 by his mother. Mrs. glasses know how distressing it is
to have the lenses become cloudy
son interested in the cause of the Allied Nations.
Eudavilla Merton of Friendship.
and blurred. Smudges impair the
• • • •
Czechs, Dutchmen,
Athens, Ga.—Naval Aviation Ca usefulness of glasses, and constant
Danes, Frenchmen,
Abnormal weather, grippe, influenza
removal and wiping is a nuisance.
Norsemen, now living
det Richard S. Brown of Rockland,
According to a well-known New
OUR STURDY and other handicaps have served to slow up
under the Nazi heel,
has completed three months of phy York optician, glasses should be
BUILDERS
progress in the East Coast merchant shipremember their free
sical
conditioning and
ground cleaned every morning with soap
dom and cherish their
OF SHIPS
yards, yet the record show that more ships
Back the Att ack,Buy lost memorials now re
school w’ork at the U. S. Navy Pre- and hot water. Do this, he says, and
• were delivered in December than in any
placed by the black
Flight School here. He has been or they will seldom need cleaning dur
previous month of the war. Skill, patriotism and determina
an Extra $100 Bond swastika.
ing the day. Rinse them well and
dered to the Olathe. Kan., to begin dry them with tissue paper or a
tion all speak there.
progressive flight training prepara soft, clean, absorbent cloth.
tory to joining a combat unit.
We are now in the year 1944, with a
Brown, son of N. S Brown, 188 Mav
NEW MEXICO Presidential election scheduled for next Noerick
street, was transferred here
FIRST TO
vember, but the political pot is already
★ AS WE ADVANCE INTO
from
the CAA War Training Serv
CHOOSE
bubbling. New Mexico starts the ball
ice
School,
Blacksburg.
Va.
a-rolling Feb. 12 when it will name eight
• • • •
delegates to the Republican National Convention. New Hamp
Ernest Dondis of Rockland, who
/ F -T
,
shire will follow on March 14, and the parade of the States
is stationed at Parris Island, S. C..
will be well under way. With what result? Your guess.
OF
sends a copy of the Parris Itland
Boot to his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
CONDITION
James Dondis. The publication
WHO’S NEWS
By Totten shows much newspaper experience.
AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS DEC. 31, 1943
Enclosed was a copy of the Christ
mas menu—good as any hotel’s.
RESOURCES
• • • •
United States Government Securities, includ
Lieut. Irving “Bob” Blackman,
ing Guaranteed Issues and Instrumentalities $1,719,561.68
We face the months
now serving in England, made the
Other Bonds and Stocks ................................................
141.568.2!
ahead with conhdejnee
holiday season brighter in Rock
Loans and Discounts
.................................................
498,724.73
Gash on Hand and on Deposit ...................................... 841 593.61
land bv sending cablegrams to his
- —confidence >41 bur
Bank Building, Furniture and Fixtures
32,104.18
wife and to his mother, Mrs. J A.
ability to maintain bur
Other A sets ....»......... :...........................................
22,229.90
Blackman.
sexyice to you’ — c<|nfi$3,253,782.37
dence in the future
Trust Investments .............................................................
134,679.6 5
course of events afflict
$3,388,461.99
ing all of usr The good
LIABILITIES
showing which we are
BOON PAN MV ROSE 5HOOE IM
Capital Stock ............... JJ...... '........ .............................. $I00'“
VJINCUESTER.TtNN., OlNAW VIAS
able to make in ourYe^rMORE INTEQE'S-rEO IN LEADING
Surplus and Undivided Profits .... ........ ......................
81.322.1-

the;

SEAT COVERS

C* CHEERS THAN SINSING WHEN
IN HIGH SCHOOL IN NASHVILLE.
SHE WENT ON TO VANDERBILT
U. STUDIED POQ SOCIAL VJOBH
OUT IT DIDN'T take-.

a

Shore

LiftWT* cian
ci an •* ava
noa
am two not« Toarrueo.

ON CBS

.. OROKC IN NEW VOI3K ON

CAMDEN STREET,

(Persons now engaged in essential indusatry will not be
considered)

90-tf

car

Other Liabilities ............................... -.............................

WEB CONCERT, GOT ONE
ALL HiS OWN WHEN Di
HEARD ABOUT IT. . .

24,491.07

....... ............................................... 3.045.945.51
2,020-19

$3,253,782.37
We have a complete stock

Trust Department

..—.................................... -..........

134,679.6!

$.3,388,461.99

of Seat Covers to fit any

car
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CHAQGES OEVERSED-TOGeT

staked poo a final tov
too Success, soon after
CAME HER FlQ£T OQEAK AN
ENGAGEMENT
iTH THE QASlN
ST BEET GANG . .NEXT CANTOB.

Deposits

ThnRSOAVS.OINAH

WAVE DAOlO ONE SOLDIEO
04 SENTOV OUTV.MiSSeO

NEW VEACS EVE IN 193S.
Dinah bordcvied a mickle
TO PHONE NASHVILLE -

Reserve for Interest, Taxes, etc....................................

NOW HEADING HER OHM SWOLI

AT CAMP AND BV SHORT

VANBAALEN, HEILBRUN & CO.

Save the interior of your

sk: li»wt»

IS A FAVOO'TE WITH SERVICE
MEN WHOM SHE ENTERTAINS

ROCKLAND, ME.

r

SCCKlANO

^2
13

Knox County Trust Co.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

erd Statement of Con
dition we attribute -jn
t
pari io your cooperation
anti We thar.k you.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Jan. 5-- North Haven Special Town
Meeting at Orange hall.
Jan. 21 (3 p. m.) Woman’s Educa
tional Club bmeets In the Unlversa11st vestry.
Feb. 14 15—Knox County Camera
Club Exhibition, Community Building.

The Weather
The Almanacs agree that there
are signs of snow, spreading that
remark over the first seven days
of the year. But we did skip the
snow and sleet storm promised
for yesterday and were glad there
was no worst calamity than the
City Government. Today the
Earth is in perihelion, which may
mean more trouble for the Ger
mans.

Good Man Rechosen

Bible Teacher Comes

RATION GUIDE
For Week of Dec. 26 to Jan. 1
Meats and Fats—Brown stamps L,
M, N, P, and Q in Book Three good
through Jan. 1.
Stamp R good
through Jan. 29. Stamp S good Jan.
2 through Jan. 29.
Processed Foods—Green stamps D,
E and F in Book Four good through
Jan. 20. Stamps G, II and J will be
good through Jan. 1 to Feb. 20.
Sugar—Sugar stamp 29 in back of
Book Four valid to Jan. 15 for five
pounds. Do not confuse with stamp
29 in front of Book Four.
Shoes—Aeroplane stamb number
one in Book Three valid for one pair
indefinitely. Stamp 18 in Book One
still valid for an indefinite period,
also.
Fuel Oil—Period One coupons
1 valid to Jan. 4. Period Two cou
pons valid to Feb. 8. Class four
worth 10 gallons, class five worth 50
gallons. Period Three coupons will
become valid Jan. 4 to March 14.
Tire Inspection—A-car deadline
March 31, B-car deadline and 'new
C-car deadline Feb. 29.
Gasoline—Number 8 stamps in ABook valid for three gallons through
Feb. 8 B and B-l. C and C-l cou
pons good for two gallons. Only the
new coupons marked B-2 and C-2
are good for five gallons.

The Trinidad Sales Company has
rented the store at 468 Main
street, occupied fcr some time by
The Open Kitchen eating place
and more recently by Vesper A.
Leach,
BORN
Grover—At Smith Nursing Home.
Jan 3. to Mr and Mrs. Robert L.
Grover, a daughter.
Chesley—At Knox Hospital, Jan. 3,
to Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Chesley of
Owl's Head ,a daughter.

MARRIED

c

The Board of Overseers of Poor
organized directly after the city
meeting yesterday re-electing Joshua
N. Southard as chairman and Mrs.
Bernice Jackson as secretary. As
the head of the Board Mr. Southard
has given to the department a valu
able service which the benefiting
taxpayers cannot fail to appreciate.
I. B. Simmons is the third member.

Mrs. Frederick J. Anderson is
acting as bookkeeper at Perry’s Park
street market, while Mrs. Harold W.
Whitehill is absent owing to ill
ness. Edwin F. Post, manager of the
store, is also confined to his home
by illness.
For dependable radio service
call the Radio Shop, telephone 844,
517 Main street. Complete Philco
line.
60-tf
ANNUAL MEETING OE THE FIRST
NATIONAL BANK OF ROCKLAND
Notice Is hereby given that the an
nual meeting ot the stockholders of
The First National Rank of Rockland
will be held at Its banking rooms on
Tuesday. January 11. 1944 at 10 o’clock
a. m., to fix the number of and elect
a board of o -ectors f
the ensuing
year, and to tr. nsact • ;h other busi
ness as may prcperly ome before the
meeting,
Per order.
JOSEPH EMERY.
Cashier.
Rockland, Me.. Dec. 7. 1943.
98 -T-l and 2

Clinton F. Thomas

OPTOMETRIST
Has opened an office foe
Fitting Glasses at

492 OLD COUNTY ROAD
ROCKLAND. MS.
Boors: 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 F. M.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY AND
SATURDAY
PHONE 596-M

•1-tf

BURPEE
Foneral Home

♦

Rockland. Jan. 1.
Revere. Mass., and
Wolcott of Rock
A. Welker.

DIED

Mills—At Rockland, Jan 3. Ada B.
Mills, age 92 yeans, 9 months, 9 days.
Funeral Wednesday at 2 o'clock from
Russell funeral home.
Edgecomb—At
Appleton, Jan.
1,
Harry C. Edgecomb. age 53 years, 4
months, 14 days. Funeral Wednesday
at 11 o'clock from Appleton Baptist
Church.
Carver----- At Lincolnville, Jan. 1.
Augusta Jane, wife of Lawrence Car
ver, age 66 years. Funeral Wednesday
An unusual opportunity for able at 2 30 o'clock from residence.
Hardy—At South Bristol, Jan. 1,
bodied men and women of the Rock Gertrude
Hardy of Hope, age 29 years.
land area who wish to get into a
Cooper—At Camden. Jkn. 1, Samuel
Cooper, age 84 years, 9 months, 16
100 percent essential war industry E.
days.
will be offered Friday afternoon and | Kidder—At Camden. Dec. 31, Annie
evening when representatives of the E., widow of Charles M. Kidder, age
i 78 years, 1 month. 8 days.
Bath Iron Works Corp, will be a>
I.ounsberry—At Concord, Mass., Nov.
the U S. Employment Office, 447 b Mary Alice Lounsberry. age 88 years.
Thompson—At Friendship, Jan. 3,
Main street, Rockland , interview Robert
Leslie Thompson, age 79 years.
p m. at the
ing and hiring those from this area Funeral Thursday at
Methodist Church.
who are available.
Jones—At Port Clyde, Jan. 3, Alice
I., widow of Charles S. Jones, age 71
years... 8 months, 5 days.
Funeral
Rockland Lodge, F.A.Mf- meets Thursday at 2 o'clock from Ridge
Church,
Martinsville.
tonight and Aurora Lodge^ednesGregory—At Thomaston,
Jan.
4.
Nina Gregory, age 78 years, 20 days.
day night.
Funeral Friday at 2 o'clock from Da
vis Funeral Home. .
Prime—At Rockland. Jan. 3. Goldie
Officers of the Auxiliary of the
Mellon Prime, age 57 years 11 months,
Sons of Union Veterans will be in 1 days. Funeral Tuesday at 2 o'clock
Russell Funeral Home. Commit
stalled tomorrow night by Mrs. from
tal and burial In Eastport Thursday
at 2 o'clock.
Stella McRae.

Miss Janet Crymble of Newton, N.
H., who has been substituting at the
Western Union office the past three
weeks, will leave today for a two
weeks' assignment at the Ellsworth
office of the company.

t

Bird-Wolcott—At
Walter H Bird of
Bernice Richardson
land—by Rev. Roy

TEES. S9t—1174-M
IM-112 LIMER-.
5»T
ROCKLAND. MB.

Ambulance Service

IN MEMORIAM
In memory of Lois W. Meservey who
died Dec. 31, 1942.
Dearest Wife and Precious Mother,
It was Just one year ago
You were taken from your family
And our hearts were saddened, though
He Who cares and knows our heart

aches
Ar.d to Whom our griefs we tell.
Makes our sorrows eased in knowing
That He doeth all things well.
Frank B. Meservey and family

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of my beloved
mother Minnie A. Ludwig, who passed
away Jan. 3. 1938.
Nothing but memories since that 6ad
day
When the one I loved was called
away.
Gone Is the face I loved so dear
Silent the voice I loved to hear.
A wonderful mother, woman and aid,
One who was better, God never made
A wonderful worker, so loyal and true
One In a million, that mother was
you.
Just in your Judgment, all was right.
Honest and liberal, ever upright
Loved by your friends, and all whom
you knew.
One wonderful mother, that mother
was you.
Mrs. William T. Smith

Thomaston

*

CARD OF THANKS
We wish
tbanlgp and
frienas and
ful flowers,
expressions
sorrow

to express our sincere
appreciation to our many
neighbors for the beauti
offers of automobiles and
of syn..
In our deep

The Kiwanis Club

RECORDS SOUND ON HAIR-THIN WIRE

-------- f

Officers Installed Last Night
—Club Has 28 Active
Members

Woburn’s Famous Pastor To
Speak In Friendship Next
Tuesday Night

Rev. Carlton Helgenon

Rev. Carlton Halgerson will speak
in the Advent Christian Church of
Friendship, Tuesday, Jan. 11 at 7.30
p. m. Pastor Helgerson is the pop
ular minister of The Church of the
Open Bible in Woburn, Mass. He
is also the New England secretary
for the National Association of
Evangelicals.
Rev. Helgerson is much in demand
as an evangelist and Bible teacher.
He has of late held special services
in various communities in Massa
chusetts, New York and New Jer
sey. The president of the Forest
ville Bible Conference where Pastor
Helgerson was a guest speaker last
Summer wrote, “He led us into the
depths of God's Word and brought
forth the truth in a most effective
and original manner.”
The program of the local church
which Pastor Helgerson serves has
been greatly increased under hi$
wise leadership and the missionary
budget has been multiplied more
than ten times in the last five years.
The meeting is sponsored by The
New England Fellowship of Boston,
Mass., and
the
co-operating
churches in this community,
sire a better understanding of the
The meeting is open to all who deBible.

The Union Evangelistic Crusade
meetings being held this week at
the Congregational Church are
well attended.
Rev. Armin R.
Gesswein spoke before 200 at the
New Year's Eve service, his sub
ject being. “A Challenge from God
to the Churches in Rockland.”
Most everyone remained for the
watch-night service, which was
preceded by a Bible game conduct
ed by Rev. Charles A. Marstaller,
Ralph U. Clark, Jesse E. Bradstreet
and Osmond A. Palmer. “Billy”
Hoyt, a Providence Bible Institute
Student, leads the musical part of
the services. Honor rolls of men
and women in the service were
read at the watch-night service,
Ralph U. C’.-’rk of the Methodist
Church reading 68 names; Eu
gene E. Stoddard of the Universalist Church, 52 names; Osmond
A. Palmer of the First Baptist
Church. 83 names; Mrs. Lou Emery
of the Congregational Church, 83
names and Carroll Wixson of
the Littlefield Memorial Baptist
Church, 61 names.

Miss Dorothy Billings of Stoning
ton is an apprentice at Goldie's
Beauty Shop.
The executive board of the Rock
land Service Men’s Club will meet
at the club room, Community Build
ing. Wednesday afternoon at 2
o’clock.

Fred C. Black and Gerald P.
Black of Black & Gay Canners, are
In Portland today attending a spec
ial meeting of the Maine Canners’
Association at the Eastland Hotel.

This little device, about the size of a loaf of bread and weighing but
9 pounds, can magnetically record 66 minutes of continuous speech
on a hair-like wire. It is being demonstrated by D. W. Pugsley, General
Electric radio engineer, and promises to have wide use with the
armed forces. It can be slipped into a knapsack on the back of a
soldier, installed in an airplane, or used wherever there is need for
quick dictation. It operates from batteries.

POPULAR DELUSIONS ... by MacConachie

DElUSlON’.THATSPIDERf
ARE INSECTS'.....................

ALL INSECTS'HAVE WG£
•RIDERS' ARE WINS LESS.

delusion:that flyers £ounttcn"beFCRETHEY PUllTWE PARACHUTE RIP
CORD WHEN THEY MAKE EMER^ENGY
JUMPS'.........................................................
IN MAKING EMERGENCY PARACHUTE
JUMPS' FLYERS WAIT ONLY UNTILTHEY

DELUSION-. THAT SALT
WATER WILL NOT FREEZE

ARE CLEAR OFTHE1R CRAFT BEFORE
THEY PULLTHE RIP-CORD;THEY DO NOT
COUNT. AT LOW ALTITUDES' COUNTING
<?OULD MEAN ©EUIAIN DEATH,...

J. Roland Spear of Brewer, im
mediate past lieutenant governor of
Kiwanis, installed the officers of the
Rockland Club at meeting last
night.
A. Alan Grossman was installed
as president, succeeding Richard P.
Bird. Other officers installed were:
Donald G. Cummings and Dr. Edwin
L. Scarlott , vice presidents; Ar
thur F. Lamb, secretary-treasurer;
Arthur H. Robinson. H. Laton
Jackson and George W. Brackett,
directors. Richard P. Bird is mem
ber of the board, ex-officio.
Mr. Lamb’s report showed the
club in excellent financial condi
tion, and with club membership, ac
tive at 28. wth five members in the
service.
President Bird presented numer
als for attaching to club pins:
George Brackett, Donald Cum
mings, Dr, Lloyd Richardson and
Arthur H. Robinson, eight years of
perfect attendance; H. Pearl Studley, five years; Dr. Donald T. Leigh,
four years; Arthur F. Lamb, three
years and H. Laton Jackson and
Lawrence Miller, one year. Almon
M. Young and Robert M. Allen,
younger members of the club, were
announced as having attended
meetings 100 percent since they
joined the group.
Secretary Lamb read a letter from
the secretary of Kiwanis Interna
tional in which it was stated that
the total membership of the club
was 122,786, a gain of 11,000 mem
bers the past year, and that 10,975
Kiwanians were in the armed forces.
Dr. Leigh will have charge of
January meetings and the program
chairman in February will be Ar
thur F. Lamb. The charter night
committee was announced as; H.
Laton Jackson, Dr Donald T. Leigh,
J. Donald Coughlin, Lawrence Mil
ler and Arthur F. Lamb.
Committees appointed by Presi
dent Grossman will be published in
Friday’s issue of The Courier-Ga
zette.

KEEP ON

SALTWATER FREEZE?
AT A DEGREES' LOWER
THAN FRESH WATER.....
DELUSION*. THAT CLOUDINESS e=

IN IGEDTEA HAS'ANYTHING " •
TO DO WIFH THE QUALITY
CYE I fc- XX
-

wr 7

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
Tel. 662
• CLAREMONT 6T.
ROCKLAND, MB.

BEANO
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
8.15 o’clock

MASONIC TEMPLE HALL
Auspices Motor Corps Girls
102Ttf

WAR BONDS

PLATFORM SCALE
Good Condition—Complete

A. T. THURSTON
TELEPHONE ROCKLAND 648

105-2

ISeUT BOTH EXPENSIVE
AND INEXPENSIVE TEA
MAY BE GUT SMALL. THE

SMALLER THE GUT, THE MORE
LIKELY IT IS TO CLOUD, BUT

THIS DOES' NOT AFFECT IN ANY
WAY THE TASTE OF THE TEA/..

WEST ROCKPORT
Miss Bena Anastasia is a Knox
Hospita lpatient following an ap
pendectomy. She recently enter
tained a group of friends at the
home of her aunt, Mrs. Ralph Bil
lings. There was a Christmas tree
with joke gifts and refreshments.
Members of the Sunday school
who have had a record of 100 per
cent attendance the past month
were entertained Friday at the
borne of one of the teachers, Miss
Carolyn Andrews. Those present
were: Edith, Evelyn and Barbara
Douglas, Nancy and Elsie Andrews,
Barbara Thorndike, Marjorie Lane
and Gladys Parker. The teacers,
Mrs. Mabel Heald and Miss Carolyn
Andrews and Miss Arlene Keller, a
guest were also present. Marion
Lane and Richard Merrifield were
100 percenters but unable to attend
the party because of illness. At re

freshment time, a birthday cake ap
peared in honor of Marion Lane
whose birthday fell on that day and
Elsie Andrews who celebrated hers
Jan. 2. Games and contests were
also enjoyed.
Miss Roberta Lane has returned
from Appleton, where she was em
ployed at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Sprowl.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hastings are
at the home of the latter’s parents,
Mr. and Mrs. John Lane, 6r. Mr.
Hastings is confined to his bed by
illness.
Mrs. Beverly Mills has been ill
with the flu the past week.
George Parker is at home suffer
ing from an infected hand.
The Tuesday Club meets this
week with Mrs. Ralph Billings.
David Hamalainen spent the
weekend with Mrs. Hamalaien and
son at the home of her parents, Mr. z

WF He’s away at camp and he

wants to telephone home.

The Rockland Society for the
Hard of Hearing will meet Thurs
day afternoon at 2.30 at the home of
Mrs. Gladys Thomas on Broad
street. All meetings will be held
there until further notice.

Buy War Bonds and Stamps

HOIMPg

GLOUDINESr DEPEND?CHIEFLY ON HOW SMALLTHE LEAF

Arthur Ross.

The Oppirtunity Class of the First
Baptist Church will omit the Jan
uary meeting. Notice will be given
in advance of the next meeting.

SUNSET
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Haskell are in
Massachusetts and New York for
several weeks.
I Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Howard and
daughters Joan and Sylvia are at
their home here for the Winter.
The Late Horry C. Edgecomb
Clyde Conary, Alfred Dunham.
Stricken with a sudden heart at Rupert Howard and Burton Brown
tack while sitting in bis motor car were in Southwest Harbor Thurs
day for a business trip.
near Rankin Block Saturday night
Cpl. Gerald Eaton who is some
Deputy Sheriff Harry C. Edgecomb where in India, has recently been
of Appleton appealed to Patrolman promoted to Sergeant.
The Clifford L. Eaton’s and
E. C. Ingraham for assistance. The
officer summoned Dr. F. F. Brown daughter Marcia lert this week for
but the Appleton man was dead, New York city where Mr. Eaton will
be employed.
when the physician arrived.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Jenkins en
The deceased resided in Burketttertained
at Christmas dinner, Mrs.
vllle and bad been in the lumber
Annie
Eaton,
the Prescott Eaton's
business nearly 30 years, operating
and
Sandra
L.
Eaton.
a mill at North Union. He had
Word
has
been
received that Pvt.
served 10 years on the Appleton
Board of Selectmen, being its chair Leo Vidette and Cpl. Wilbur Snow
man for seven years. He began his den have safely arrived somewhere
service as deputy sheriff under in Great Britain.
Sheriff Frank F. Harding 11 years
ago, continuing since the latter’s
death in the official family of
Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick. Attend
ance at nearly every term of court
gave him a wide acquaintance here
abouts.
Mr. Edgecomb was twice a can
umUi
didate for nomination as Represen

WANTED
and Mrs. Henry Keller. He spent
his time combattin gan attack of
flu.

Services at the Full Gospel As
sembly, 534 Main street, are: Sun
Leroy F. Chase, Miss Hester M.
day School on Sundays at 1 p. m.;
Hatch.
fellowship service at 2.30 evangel
CARD OF THANKS
istic service at 7.30.
Thursday
We wish to express our sincere
thanks to relatives, friends, neigh prayer meeting, 7 30. Elder Harold
bors and employes of the R, R. Lime Haynes of Belfast and Rev. Vernon
Co., and others for their kindness dur
ing our recent bereavement: also for Carver of Rockland will be in
the beautiful floral tributes and use charge.
Special music at each
of cars.
Mrs. Lottie Post, Mr. and Mrs. service.
.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere
thanks to our relatives, friends and
neighbors for their many kindnesses
during our recent bereavement, also
for the many beautiful floral tributes.
Clyde Robinson and family. Virgil
Robinson and family, Fred A. Rob
inson.

tative to Legislature from the Cam
den, Appleton and Hope class, but
failed only because his opponent
Deputy Sheriff Harry C 1 hailed from Camden which had »
Edgecomb of Appleton very much larger vote. On one oc
casion he received all but three of
Succumbs To Heart
votes cast in his home town, show
Attack
ing his popularity and high standing
there.
He had served many years on the
Republican town and county com
mittees.
Mr. Edgecomb was prominent In
the Grange, Masonic and Odd Pellow bodies.
He is survived by his wife, who
was visiting in Middletown, Mass.,
when her husband’s death occurred.
Funeral services will be held
Wednesday forenoon at 11 o’clock
in the Appleton Baptist Church.

Died In His Car

How about giving him a break?
There will be a better chance
for him if you will limit your own

night-time Long Distance calls to
those that are really urgent.

This is otpodally important botwoon

In Packages and Tea Bags
at Your Grocer’s

7 and 10 o’clock each night.

CHANGE OF SCHEDULE

MOTOR SHIP VINALHAVEN H
Starting October 12
Leave Vinalhaven____ 8.00 AJVL Arrive Rockland____9.S0 A-M.
Leave Rockland____ 2.00 PJH. Arrive Vinalhaven____ XM PJC.
Daily Except Sunday
M-tf
VINALHAVEN FORT DISTRICT.
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By GECRCE MARSH
CHAPTER XVIII
Late that night, when Wabistan’s
canoe found the hidden camp < f the
police, the t yes < f the old Indian
glittered with triumph.
“You not hurt?” he asked, squint
ing into the faces of his friends as
they wrung his hand.
“Not a scratch, chief!” Red pat
ted the old man's shoulder.
“I'm g!ad we got clear of that
canoe without using our guns.” said
Finlay. “Too many men have been
shot here this summer.”
“But it was their lives or ours,
Garry. Tcte-Blanche and his whis
key-fed crew would snulf us out as
they would a candle!”
“I know, but headquarters may
not see it that way. I'm sorry it
had to be done.”
With Flame and young Patamish,
who was devoted to Finlay and
would be useful as a scout, the Peterboro started at once through the
islands, hugging the shadows of the
western shores, for the moon was
now low on the ridges.
Once they cleared the islands the
rhythmic “churn-swish” of four paddles never eased until dawn caught
them far down the great lake. And
throughout the long hours, Finlay
had been companioned by fear for
Lise Dcmarais. He would send Pa
tamish at once in the birch-bark
they had left at the hidden camp
with a message for her to come at
night to the islands opposite the
post. It tvould not be long now
before he’d have her in his arms—
safe.
The following night they reached
their old camp and Patamish start
ed with Finlay's message. Before
dawn Garry was waked by sometiling pulling at his blanket.

“Patamish!” whispered the boy.
“I find dis undair stone.”
Finlay’s hand shook as he took the
note, lit a candle lantern and read:

“Dearest:
“It has seemed so long—this wait
ing for you. Biondell is expected
now, any day. Everyone except
Jules and Labellc are at the head
of the lake. I tried to learn what
was happening there, but could not.
They haven't returned. Jules is
drinking hard. Corinne heard him
tell Labelle that if you saw that
plane arrive from the North and
got away with the information, the
jig was up. I don't understand for
he knows that people in Montreal
suspect he’s shipping gold south by
plane. That's no secret. I've tried
to avoid him but he cornered me
last night and said: ‘You'll never
see your friend again. He’s walked
into a (rap, nosing around this lake.
We'll take care of him this time.
So, when Felix comes, you'd better
agree to marry him. He’s got plenty
stowed away in Montreal—can give
you anything yen want. If you won’t
be reasonable, you can take the con
sequences.’
“Dearest, I'll not stay a day after
that plane arrives. I’ll take Louis
and camp somewhere in the bush.
Send for me! On, send for me! Let
me know, quick, that nothing’s hap
pened to you! With all my love.
“Lise.”
“You went to the post to find Mik
isis?” asked Finlay. He could feel
the drumbeat of his heart in his
throat.
“Ah-hah! Mikisis was gone. Somet’ing strange was dere, on de wa
ter!”
“On the water?” The news he
dreaded hit Finlay like the chill of
ice. “What was it?”
“Becg eano’ wid wing like gull!”
In his remorse Finlay crushed
Lise's note in his hand. Blondell's
plane had reached Wasw’anipi!
He found a scrap of paper 'and
wrote:
“Just got your note! I’ll wait at
the nearest island, tonight, tomor
row and every night following, -for
your canoe. Courage! I love you!
“Garry.”
That night, before the twilight
died, Finlay and Red lay in the thick
alders of the shore of the island op
posite Isadore's with binoculars fo
cused on the anchored sea-plane and
the post Later, lights, like stars,
glowed in the trade-house and the
living quarters. The lights died.
Hour after hour the two men wait
ed. But Lise did not come.
“She'll come tonight, Garry. Don't
worry.”
"Somehow we've got to learn why
♦hat plane comes here from James
Bay before we go after Isadore.”
"We know she carries flake gold
and nuggets from the river bars
V hen she finally heads south. Isadore
admitted that to McNab, at Matagami.”
"Get shot for our pains and, be
sides, spoil the whole show? No. I'm
going to learn more about that plane
from the Bay first. We can't arrest
Isadore without a gun fight."
"Very good. Sergeant Finlay!
What are the orders?” laughed Red.

IF
YOIIR

FIUS UP
TONIfiHT

l\j tliis—Try 3 - purpose Va-tro-nol.
it (1) shrinks swollen membranes,
(2) soothes irritation, (3) relieves
transient nasal congestion . .. And
brings greater breathing .
comfort. You’ll like v|CKC S
it. Follow directions „
~
in folder.

VA’TRO'NOL

Mr. and Mrs. Randolph Hayden
of Haddam. Conn.. announced
Christmas Day the engagement of
their daughter Ruth to William
Fenn. Publiinlng Cft
W U.U. Server
Fitzgerald, son of Mr. and Mrs.
“You'll get them, constable, when Arthur Fitzgerald of this town.
that plane shows up.”
Miss Hayden, a former student at
• • • • • • •
At daylight the faint hum of a the University of Connecticut, is at
plane’s engine brought the police .present employed by the Hamilton
from their hidden camp to the shore. 'standard Propeller division of the
Far across the lake, above Isa- United Aircraft. East Hartford,
I Conn Mr. Fitzgerald, a senior at
Wesleyan University,
Middleton,
[Conn, is spending a vacation with
his parents in town.
Miss Peggy Storer is visiting Miss
E'izabeth Venson in Washington, D
i
C.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Rowe of Au
burn. Miss Dorothy Rowe of Fram
ingham, Mass., and Charles Rowe.
Jr. of Boston were guests over the
i holiday of Mr and Mrs. Charles
Rowe.
I Mr and Mrs. Wilbur Hilton two
children and Mrs. William Brown
were weekend guests of relatives in
Arlington. Mass.
S. Sgt Roger Miller of Springfield,
Mass., passed the weekend with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John H Mil
ler.
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Aehorn were
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Wentworth.
Pvt Neil Mills, U.S.M.C.R., Cor
nell University passed the holidays
■ with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. ByIron Mills.
“They’ll make It hot for
Robert Schoppe of Bucksport,
us, now.”
[ formerly of this town, recently vis
dore's, they saw a sea-plane spiral ited friends in town, enroute to
ling for altitude.
I Portland.
The plane started for the outlet,
James McLain of Bremen has
twenty miles to the west, and, later
joined
Mrs. McLain at the home of
appeared following the south shore.
Miss
Helen
Jones
“Tete-Blanche is back with the
Miss Lola Hodgkins of Hancock,
news and they’re out for revenge,”
said Red. “They’ll make it hot for was guest Wednesday of Mrs. Ber
us, now.”
nard Benner. Mr and Mrs. Roger
The plane passed overhead follow 'Cowley and two children of Wising the lake shore and the con
cealed police could see a man lean 1 casset were heT guests Thursday.
Dana Lash, who has been ill. Is
ing from the cockpit searching the
shore below with glasses. Shortly it at the home of his son, Kelsey Lash
faded into the east.
Medomak Terrace.
“It’s the middle of August, Red.
News has been received of the
That plane from the Bay is due.”
sudden death Sunday of Mrs. Mar
That night they waited on the
shore of the island for Lise’s ca garet Harkins.
Miss Mary Miller of Waldoboro
noe. Hour after hour drifted past
but through the murk came no wel was cne of the 197 students named
come sound of a paddle prying off to the University of Maine Dean’s
a gunwale.
list of honor students for the Fall
Finlay slouched on a stone, head term recently completed, it was
in hands. What had happened to
her? She had said she wouldn’t stay announced last’week by the Uni
a day after the plane arrived. She versity Registrar. To be named to
had begged him to send for her. She
had had two days to get the note.
“You swim—in de dark?” de
What had happened to Lise?
manded the astounded Brassard.
He looked at the illuminated face "By gar, you are brave girl! Tiens!
of his watch. It was one o’clock. She swim from Isadore’s in dis black
They had waited five hours. “She night?”
won't come tonight. Red,” he said,
“Yes,” said Finlay proudly. “Now
rising.
hop into the tent, Lise, and crawl
“No, she won't—” Malone did not into my service togs while we start
finish.
the fire and get some tea and soup
“Hear something?”
going.”
“Didn't you? It was pretty faint
Shortly the group of men smoking
—might have been a loon!”
by the fire burst into laughter. Stiff
The two men stood rigid—with in front of the tent with hand at
checked breaths.
salute stood a mounted Policeman.
They paddled hard for a minute,
“So you’re Mounties? I've won
then stopped to listen. Suddenly out
dered what you really were. Jules
of the gloom, ahead, wavered the
Isadore has been wondering, too.
cry: “Gar-ree! Gar-ree! Help!”
Eyes stabbing the gloom in search He’s pretty worried about it. Now
of the crippled canoe, the two men that I’ve fallen into the hands of the
police, what am I charged with?”
approached tire sound.
“Where are you, Lise? Where’s she laughed.
“You are charged with the felony
your boat?”
“Here I am,—here!” There was a of scaring two policemen half to
faint splash off the bow of the canoe death by swimming to this island,
and Finlay’s straining eyes caught young woman.”
“I had to.” For a space her face
the dim outlines of a head and bare
was
serious, then a smile broke
shoulder.
through
_ as Finlay handed her a
“Hold it. Red!” he cried. “She’s
here—swimming! Steady the boat steaming cup of tea.
The others left Lise and Garry by
while I get her!”
the
fire while she told him her story.
“But your canoe? Why did you try
‘
Since
Felix Biondell came it's
to swim it?”
“I had to swim! They hid the ca been hellish, Garry. They do noth
noe! I—I couldn’t stay! I thought ing at night but drink and quarrel.
I'd never make it!” She shivered in I've learned what I could from Co
his arms as he kissed her wet face rinne. She's absolutely petrified.
and hair. He wrapped his coat When Tete-Blanche returned, Jules
around her bare shoulders, his blood was mad with rage at what hap
pened. It seems Kinebik is dead.
singing at the touch of her body.
“Why did you do it? It was too—” Did you know that?”
Garry's arm tightened about her
With a laugh she threw back her
waist. “Yes, I know it.”
head and kissed him. "That's why!
“Well, Tete-Blanche brought back
Because I love you!” she whispered,
while Red paddled hard for the a lot of drunken young Indians to
hunt for you. Biondell is getting
camp.
"Oh. my dear! My dear!” mur scared. He wants to return south.
mured Garry, shielding her body He told Corinne he was not in fa
with his own from the night air. vor of what had been done. He says
“I've worried so—been half mad!” Jules has ruined the whole business
“It was too terrible, there! They’re by giving whiskey to the Indians. It's
drinking and worried! I had to too dangerous. I avoided him—al
pistol. One night
threaten to shoot Biondell. He ways carried
wouldn’t let me alone. Mikisis has I had to fire it—to scare him. After
disappeared. I got vour note this that he was afraid of me.”
“Good! Too bad you didn't shoot
morning — went for it myself.
They've taken my canoe and hid straighter!”
“They're anxious about that plane
the others. So I had to swim to
from
the Bay. It’s overdue. They
you, sweetheart Do you mind my
think, now, that that’s what you came
coming in my bathing suit?”
His arms tightened around her. here for—to get that plane. Corinne
asked Biondell if that was the plane
“Mind? I love it, beautiful!”
“You seem to!” she laughed up that carried the gold south and he
at him. Then she called out to looked at her queerly and said:
Red whose thoughts were far away ‘Yes, it carries the gold. That's
at Matagami as he drove his long what these people are here for, to
paddle. “Not going to speak, Mr, highjack it. but we’ve got enough
men here to shoot them out of their
Malone?”
“It's Red to you. Lise! If you canoes if they try that.’ Garry,
knew h6w glad I am to have you you're not going to try to take Isa
here! We've been pretty worried! I dore—just you three, are you? He’s
want to say they don’t come any got a lot of Indians over there and
tie's desperate.”
gamer than you!”
He drew her red-coated shape
“Thanks, Red!”
Blaise stared open - mouthed as close and kissed the velvet eyes that
Garry led a girl wearing his coat searched his bronzed face. “Don't
over a one-piece bathing suit up to worry about that, Lise. You don’t
think I'm going to risk losing you
the fire.
“Blaise, this is Lise. We picked when I've only just got you here—
her out of the lake, swimming to safe?”
the island.”
(To I* continued)

INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE

HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
Advertisements In this column not to exceed three lines In
serted once for 25 cents, two times for 50 cents. Additional
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for two times,
small words to a line.
.. _
Special Notice: AU “blind ads” so called L e. advertissments which requ’re the answers to he sent to The t •urlscGasette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.

LOST AND FOUND

FOR SALE

RATION Books A, B and R lost.
HERBERT CURTIS. 9 Pine St., City.
_______________________________ 1«T 3

OIL burning range for sale; also
pot type oil parlor heater and maple
dining set at Glen Cove. Write DON
ALD WOOD. 74 Denny Road. Bath
Me.
___________ _ _________ J06*107

LADY'S “Clinton' wrist watch, lost
between Strand Theatre and Willow
St. Return to WILLOW ST. MARKET.
_______________________________________ 1*2

WAR Ration Book No. 3. lost Dec. 30
MRS
MARGARET GILCHREST. 17
Orient street._______________________ 1&3
TIRE chain lost in city. Reward
W. H. GLOVER CO._________________ 1-2

Production of life belts at the General Tire & Rubber company plant in Akron began to skyrocket after
the girl workers in the department arrived one morning in these red white and blue sweaters. Improvement
in morale and in the number of life belts turned out for American soldiers was immediately apparent, com
pany production men said. The fad started when one of the girls knit herself a stars and stripes sweater
and wore it to her work bench. Others picked up the idea and in the first week these eight lassies were all
togged out in red white and blue.

LOST in Rockport (Martha), a calico
cat. white with gray and orange, very
friendly. Please call REV. OVERMAN.
Tel. 2359, Camden.__________________ ltf
"WHITE punt. 12 ft. lost, outside of
Monhegan
Finder please notify ALTON RAYNES, Owl's Head________ 1*2
TIRE and wheel taken from car Jan.
3. on Union St near Swift’s. KEN
NETH A JACOBSON. St George l*T-3
GAS Book A lost. FRANCIS FRYE.
1O4*T1
Lincolnville. Me.
RATION Book 4 lost. MAYNARD R
OLIVER. Stanley Lane. city.
104*T-l
GREEN Side board
lost Tuesday
from steel dump body, on route 137
between Warren and Camden
Will
pav charges.
CHARLES DOLHAM.
Tel. 39 11. Warren.
105 1

high Christian character, devoted to
vin Watts.
Children of the Hinckley Com< r her home, children and the church,
school not absent were: Joseph Pel- She received much enjoyment from
licani and Kenneth Starrett; not life in the interests of the young
j absent or tardy were Joan Mathews, people of the church, and from her
I Albert Overlook and William Pay- grandchildren in whom she kept
TO LET
son; absent but one day, Arnold close contact. It was their privi
FURNISHED room to let: private
Hill. Leland Boggs and William Ka'- lege and hers to have them visit her
and lnvatory: no nousekeeoing
the Summers of each year. Also flush
loch.
privileges;
33 LIMEROCK ST.
Tel
XX X> XX Xs
Xx XX XX XX
1133.
_________________________________
1_2
A Christmas party was held the the children of her classes at SunROOMS
with
light
housekeeping
ALENA L. STARRETT
last day of the term. Games, grab,day school kept in close touch with privileges to let; 120 CAMDEN ST
Correspondent
City._______________________________ 105-1
bag and the Christmas tree were her.
XX XX XX XX
XX Xx XX XX
FURNISHED room with heat near
enjoyed. The children made the j Mrs. Robinson, though reaching
bath to let. TEL. 768J. after 6 p. m.
Tel. 49
104tf
decorations for their tree and the age of 82. seemed much younger
, room. A Christmas program had s than that advanced period of years,
Officers-elect of Warren Grange been prepared, but as so many were j which is due to the fact she was
WANTED
will be installed Thursday night at
j.^e program consisted chiefly of close with the young people, and
a special meeting. ,
drills.
I her interest in their welfare never
EXPERIENCED saleslady for coat
dress department wanted. Good
At a stated meeting of Ivy Chap-! During the Winter term at noon 1 slackened. Also she was always and
references required. VESPER A. LEACH
S
PECIA
LTY STORE
ltf
ter. O.E.S , to be held Friday night, times, the boys will work on air- thoughtfulof her neighbors and
HOUSE
of
6
or
more
rooms
wanted
officers will be elected. On the re- plane models
while the girls will friends, of which she had a great
to rent, would buy later If satlsfac
freshment committee are Mrs. Lina j learn the useof knitting knobs. A 1 many of all ages.
tory. TEL. 678R.
1*2
Smith and Mrs. Mildred Gammon, plav corner will be started, that the j Mrs. Robinson, widow of MansThe Parent-Teacher Association <™’dren may be kept happy and field R. Robinson, who died a few
WANTED
meets to night at 7 30 at Junior
dunng the cold days. when [years after the couple had observed
Sardine canning plant has open
High School. Of interest will be ^lay out of doors 15 prohibitive Ajtheir golden wedding anniversary in ing for experienced mechanic, well
acquainted with sealing machines..
highlights of a trip to Louisville, store project will also be started November. 1936, was born May 31, Year-round job, goed pay. Write,
this term
term.
Kv, recounted bv Mr. and Mrs. thks
1861’ in Cushing daughter of EdP. O. BOX 268. ROCKLAND
C'arence B Tolman, who made the Children
Children will get war stamps ward and Mary Bills Luce. She had
1-2
trip slightly over a month ago. and dwin^ the winter at thp P°st offlcP been a resident here the past 56
FURNITURE wanted to upholster.
who visited Washington, D. C, on Dllr,n^ the Fal1 term' the sale of; years.
called for and delivered. T J FLEMtheir way heme. Mr. Gray will be $500.35 was lealized.
She taught in the schools of ING, 19 Birch St. Tel 212W. 98-T-tf
PLATFORM scale wanted, good con
unable to be present because of anSewall Peabody, Joan Mathews, Cushing. Friendship, Thomaston,
dition, complete. Phone ROCKLAND
.,
„
Carolyn
Philbrook
have
taken
in
Warren
and
Waldoboro
for
nine
other meeting in Waldoboro.
i
•
648.______________________________ 105tf
dental certificates. Usually dental years beginning her teaching caNEED cash? I pay from $25 to $50
A report wil. be made on the new defects are the impediments to win- reer at the age of 16.
each for old hair cloth arm chairs;
also
need old sofas, all sizes. Will pay
ice-skating rink on the junior high njng seven-point health pins,
good prices for old marble top tables
For
49
years
she
had
been
a
faith

school lot, developed by the pupils j
and parlor lamps with colored flow
Mrs. Hattie M. Robinson
ful member of the Baptist Church ers. Mall me a post card to W. J.
of the four grades through the As
FRENCH, 10 High St., Camden.
sociation. Committees will report Funeral services for Mrs. Hattie in this town, and for 20 years of that __________________________________ 105tf
UNFURNISHED house in or near
on the dental clinic, and on the M Robinson, 82. who dipd Dec. 27 at time was teacher in the Church Thomaston,
with barn and hen house.
her
home
after
a
short
illness,
were
school
She
was
a
member
of
the
MRS HAOBERG
Tel. 21 11 City
question if Glover Hall be available
for use as a recreation center for held Wednesday at the Baptist W C.T.U.. and also a member of the ________________________________ 105 107
THREE or four room apartment
Church of which the deceased had Help One Another Circle of Kings
the young people of the town.
wanted, with bath and heat. TEL 401.
been a member for nearly half a Daughters of the Baptist Church.
___________________________ .______ 105*1
The American Home Committee century.Rev. Aubrey
S. Bishop I Besides the three sons, she leaves
ALL kinds of kitchen ranges, heat
and oil burners, wanted. C. E
of the Woman’s Club, including officiated and interment was in the i one daughter, Mrs. Hugh Blodgett of ers.
GROTTON, 138 'Camden St.
Tel.
Mrs. Chester Wyllie , and Mrs. famUy plot jn Riverview cemetery - Westfield, N J . six grandchildren, 1091 wr___________________________ 103*106
OLD hair cloth furniture wanted,
George Buck, will present Ameribearers were the surviving Arnold Robinson of Glastonbury,
also marble top tables., and old
can Home program Thursday at the
R^y Robinson of Newport.' Conn., Lewis Robinson of Warren, books. CARL SIMMONS. 2 Park St.
102tf
home of Mrs. Jefferson Kimball. AHjPrf, Robinson of Cincinnati, Earl Helen Blodgett and Hugh Blodgett Tel. Rockland, 1240.
WILL buy antique furniture, glass,
Mrs. A. S Bishop will
speak onRobinson of Warren,
and two'of Westfield, N. J., and June and china,
etc. Highest prices paid Write
“The Canadian Home,
and otherprancjsons of the deceased. Arnold Carol Robinson of Cincinnati; four or phone. CARL E. FREEMAN. Glen
Cove. Tel. 103.
102tf
specialties will include a poem by Robinson of Glastonbury. Conn., great-grandchildren, one
sister, WOMAN wanted for general house
Mrs Kimball, and special musical anrJ Lewjs Robinson of this town. Mrs. Rolland Thompson of Friend work, full or part time; 558 MAIN ST
Tel. 506.
104-1
numbers. Hostesses will be Miss q-hc floraj tributes were many and ship.
Tena McCallum. Mrs. Fied Starrett,
exceptional beauty.
Her grandson, Hugh Ross BlodMrs. Boynton Maxey, Mrs. Chisie Soloist at the funeral services gett of Westfield. N. J., is a much best magazines. This has been the
Trone and Mrs Edwin Gammon.
was Chester O. Wyllie. his accom- photographed youngster, his pic- work of the commercial photogra
Weather permitting Fcrget-Me- pariist, Mrs. Leroy Norwood, who ture appearing the past ten years in pher, Ruth Alexander Nichols, who
Not Girl Scout Troop meets to- acted as organist also at the funeral all sorts of national advertising, found Hugh Ross Blodgett, an apt
Mrs. Robinson was a woman of which has appeared in many of the subject in her work.
night after school at Junior High
Congregational Elections
school building.
The
annual meetings of the Con
A party will be given Wednesday j
Marine
Carried
to
Safety
gregational Church and Parish were
at 7.30 at the
Congregational j
held Saturday. Officers elected are:
Church parlors in honor of Rev I
At the Church meeting, moderator,
and Mrs. L. Clark French and Miss ,
,«..K
Rev. L. Clark French; clerk, Miss
Glenice French.
Frances
K. Spear; treasurer. Mrs
A. D Gray makes this statement j
<y> $
Lillian
Mathews;
superintendent of
regarding no school signals: “No :
the
Church
school,
Herbert K.
school announcements will be ’
Thomas;
superintendent
of junior
broadcast over station WGAN thus; j
church
school,
Mrs.
Lula
Cun
7 to 7 30 a. m., no school for the ,
ningham; deacon for four years,
morning session. Another broad
Forrest
Spear; deaconesses, Mrs.
cast at 9.45 to 10 a. m. will state |
Jessie
Walker
and Mrs Edna Over
whether there will be an afternoon
look;
standing
committee, Mrs.
session. If so, it will begin at 1 |
Elizabeth
Munsey,
Mrs. Belle Walk
a. m. and close at the usual time. It
er
and
Mrs.
Evelyn
Robinson.
is hoped that this arrangement will
Officers
elected
at
the Parish
avoid unnecessary days last. In
meeting were: President, Herbert
case the weather looks very bad
K. Thomas vice president, Willis R.
during the day, that is like a storm
Vinal;
clerk, Mrs. Beulah Lord;
coming on bus drivers will stand by
treas..
Mrs
Carrie Smith; 1st trus
to take the children home early. '
tee.
Forrest
Spear;
2nd trustee, Wil
They will also use the best judg- i
liam H Robinscn; third trustee,
ment of a careful parent in that
Mrs. Carrie Wyllie; financial secre
every child gets safely rtome.”
tary. Miss Frances Spear; assistant
School Notes
financial secretary, Mrs. Evelyn
Children of the Mathews Corner
Rot^nson; auditor, Mrs. Anna Star
Primary school, not absent or tardy
rett; ushers. Fred Perkins, Jo=ef
for the fall term are: Malcolm
Vinal. Michael Halligan, Roland
Smith. Neil Wiley. Violet Boggs,
Berry, Herbert K. Thomas. Forrest
Avis Gammon and Carolyn Payson
Spear Earle Moore Sr
Philip Robinson was absent oneThe position of pastor is left va
U. S. Marine Corp* Photo
half day only, and those absent fcr
cant for the time being. Rev. L.
Four jungle-fighting Leathernecks are pictured as they carried a
one day only were James Anderson.
Clark French having resigned much
wound'-d comrade through heavy sniper fire to a dressing station
Rae Cogan Sally Norwood and Melto the regret of the community
behind the lines ot a Southwest Pacific battl* aone.
. .
the Dean’s list a student must attain an average of A or B grades
for all courses during the term.
Miss Miller is a scphcmcre in the
College of Arts and Sciences.

WARREN

MODERN 8 room home; centrally
located: tip top condition. One of the
best in town. All ready to move into.
F. H Wood. Court House_________ 12

TELEGRAPH Ltj and sounder for
sale with batteries also vibroplex. J.
E SULLIVAN. 128 Broadway. City.
l»lt

<1

WESTERNFIELD .22 rifle for sale,
excellent condition, box shells. RAY
MOND MADDOCKS, Liberty RFD 2.
Tel. West Appleton. 12 12._________ 1 *11

CIRCULATING heater for sale. Call
mornings or evenings; 42 CHESTNUT
ST . City._____________________________
BUICK coupe (1931) for sale: tires
fair. $50 cash. After 5 p. m . 19 COURT
street. Rockland.________________
1*2
'37 FORD truck for sale. 4 new tires
on rear. HAROLD SAWYER, Thomas
ton. Tel. 114 IL_______________ 1*2
~ FOUR-foot slabs delivered or sold at
place.
Potatoes $1.50 bu In threebushel lots. ROBERT ESANCY. Lib
erty. Tel Washington^ 12^23._____ 105*1
ALLWOOL YARN for sale direct
from
manufacturer.
Samples and
knitting directions free. H. A. BART
LETT. Harmony. Maine.___________ 105-8
1941 WESTINGHOUSE Electric re
frigerator for sale. 8 ft. just like new,
and used only four months. '40 Crosley. and plenty of other good refrig
erators. I also have some good stoves,
both wood and coal heaters, small oil
stoves. Frlgldaire freezing unit. 3
Jamesway wood brooder stoves, like
new. 2 electric stoves, drop head sew
ing machines. Cabinet Vlctrolas. ra
dios. both battery and electric, china
cl sets, 2 100 gals oil barrels and a
few good used automobiles, I also have
a good 1936 Ford Pick-up. perfect and
ready to do business.
Tell me your
needs. If I have not got the thlngs'you
want, I will get them, remember I
have a very large stock, of good used
furniture, at about 12 the average cost.
H B KALER. Washington, Me. Tel.
5 25. Home Sundays. ____________ 105 1
COOK stoves of all makes $10 00 to
$60.00; large coffee urn, for sale. C.
E GROTTON, 138 Camden St. Tel.
, 1091W.___________________________ 103*106
" TWO drop head sewing machines for
sale, perfect condition
H. B KALER.
Washington, Maine. Tel. 5-25. Home
Sundays.________________________
97 tf
4000 POUNDS of Winter Danish Ballhead Cabbage for sale; 10 bu Win
ter Rutabaga Turnips.
Set of very
light new one horse sleds. l‘,2 inch
runner with body.
CHARLES H.
PLUMMER, the Auctioneer, North Appleton. Me._________________________ 57tf
DESIRABLE property for sale In
Camden, to settle estate J. HERBERT
GOULD. Tel. 2306 or 2170. Camden
98tf
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returned from Bosh
vfsited their son J|
who has recently < |
Navy.
The Antique Cln' I
■wifh Mrs. Lodie Hif
•was served and
passed with sewing
Miss Jean Strach I
Robert have return"!
Conn., after a vacua
^relatives here.
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Chilles last Wedne <
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Club were hostesse
away party given in
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East Hartford, Coni
will make her homq
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Brown.
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son Edward E. Smi
Friends here of V
IBissett, formerly ot
a long time reside,
will be interested tc
(^R.ssett has annonl
didacy for a second
ty Commissioner i
County. Mr. Bisset,
active in Fflepubl)
circles. In 1923 he
Portland City ComJ
member of the M|
Representatives in
1929 and 1931. and
Senator from Cum|
in 1933 and 1935
to a first term a;
missioner in 1938.
Ivan Nickerson a
leyan College Mu I
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MISCELLANEOUS
FREE! If excess acid causes you
pains of Stomach Ulcers, Indigestion.
Heartburn, Belching, Bloating. Nausea.
Gas Pains, get free sample. Udga. at
CORNER DRUG STORE___________ 2*16
~PERMANENT-Wave. 59c!
Do your
own Permanent with Charm-Kurl Kit.
Complete equipment, including 40
curlers and shampoo.
Easy to do,
absolutely harmless. Praised by thou
sands including Fay McKenzie, glam
orous movie star. Money refunded if
not satisfied.
E.
B. CROCKETT
STORES.
102*6
DENTAL NOTICE--For the present f
will make appointments from 2 to 5
daily. DR J. H DAMON, office 153
Limerock St., City. Tel. 1357 .
98tf

’-'W

I

<■*

school
help
of qu;
Chrysi!

POLKA DOTS. Patti Brill, appear
ing in KKO Radio's “/Adventures of
a Rookie,” wears a striped polka
dot dress of eoral and white. Mate
rial is spun rayon and the dress
features a belt of self material at
the gathered waist. Note the elever
use of the stripes which run up
and down on the skirt and across
on the waist.
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Vinalhaven Lions

Was Sixth Straight

Being the Tale Of a Disap
pearing Bank and a Col
lege Boy’s Life

Ganders Shift Wings. Wind
and Eyes, All To No Avail,
However

V1NAIHAVEN

1

exceed three lines In50 cents. Additional
Its for two times. Five

FOR SALE
for sale; also
vter and maple
at Glen Coi e. Write DON
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SCIENTIST INVENTS NEW STEEL TO
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Mr. and Mrs Owen Roberts have |
The Vinalhaven Lions Club met
Those many shifts in the Ganders'
returned from Boston where they
last Thursday night at the Ameri
lineup, as suggested in last week’s
vtsibed their son James Roberts
can Legion hall, this being the third
issue, seemed, to bear some weight
v.ho has recently enlisted in the
consecutive week in which a meet
with the general staff of that aggre
Navy.
ing had been held, due to the spe
gation for at the weekly run-in at
#
♦
cial session held for the benefit of
the Cascade Alleys with the Skip
The Antique Club met Dec. 27
the Children’s Christmas Party, last
pers they shifted everything but the
wifh Mrs. Lodie Hassen. Lunch
week.
door
in the alley trying to find a
was served and the afternoon
way to stop those rampaging SkipSupper was served by a committee
passed with sewing and knitting.
men, but it was all so much effort
from the Legion Auxiliary, consist
Miss Jean Strachan and brother
wasted.
ing of Mrs. Ada Creed, Mrs Villd
Robert have returned to Hartford,
First they shifted Skipper Adams
Ames and Mrs. Owen Roberts. While
Conn., after a vacation visit with
one thousand billion marks were
over
onto their side, then they shift
the
crowd
was
gathering
and
the
Relatives here
worth 25 American cents. Fleisch
ed in Ivan Nickerson, a sort of dark
supper being readied, some of the
At the home of Mrs. Margie
mann became discouraged with
horse from the outside, and a min
boys gathered around the big wood
German economy and so disgusted
Chilles last Wednesday night, the I
isterial student, perhaps to give
stove
and
began
to
recount
the
ad

with German politics that he came
members of the Atlantic St. Bridge I
some of those poor sinners (the
ventures
of
the
day
and
spin
yarns.
to America in 1921. He arrived in
Club were hostesses at a going J
Ganders) the benefit of a little
Gas from the stove must have af
New York City without friends to
away party given in honor of Mrs.
spiritual
help, but the Lord seemed
fected
some
of
the
boys
and
made
help him become established and
RPB MA-95-16
Elsie Ames who went Friday to
to
be
on
the
side of the Skippers as
them prone to exaggeration, for
.with only $50.00 in his pocket.
East Hartford, Conn., where she
Women who enlist in the Women** Army Corps
usual
and
no
victories came the way
some of the tales seemed to be big
Knowing how to speak English
will make her home. There were
during the current WAC All-State* recruiting campaign
of
those
game
but outclassed
enough to be labelled “tales from
only well enough to mispronounce
will wear this type of identifying emblem of their State
three tables of bridge, first prize
M
artin
Fleischmann,
German
aviator
in
World
War
I.
fs
the
inventor
of
a
new
bowlers.
tiny men.”
and Service Command. Members of the WAC All-State*
it, the former Professor of Science
special steel which enables United Nations airplanes to fly above effective
going to Mrs. Moira Thomas, sec
Companies will go through basic training together.
“Pa” Sanborn came into his own
anti-aircraft fire. Upper right shows Fleischmann as he looks today.
The sensation of the evening was
became a truck driver’s helper. He
ond to Mrs Katie Greenleaf Lunch
Women in all State* are heeding the slogan, “Speed
during
this match, for he topped all
jumped from one job to another,
when Lion Frank Adams, the new
Them Back — Join the WAC!”
was served and Mrs. Ames was
the
entrants
for the evening, and
but finally found employment in
est member of the club, cleared his
presented with a gift.
while the Goose was only one pin
his profession with a large Pitts
throat, straightened his back, and
Miss Virginia Black has returned I sPent the Christmas vacation with Mr and Mrs Llewellyn Knowlton in not tod soft a voice announced
burgh steel company.
behind, the other members of the
to Hartford, Conn , after a vaca his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Nick arrived Thursday for his first visit that he had cut a cord and a half
From Pittsburgh he came to
team fell so far short of their ex
home since his enlistment in the
tion visit wth her mother Mrs. J. erson.
Canton
in
1928
to
take
charge
of
the
ample
that the Ganders won out
of wood that day. This being so
Black.
Mr and Mrs. [Raymond Alley Army nearly five years ago. and much out of the line of any of the
Metallographic Laboratory of the
by 18 pins.
Harry Kranz S3c R.M. U S C.G. ' have gone to Worcester where Mr. j
spend a 30-day furlough at
Timken Company, where he has
x
No one knows how long this los
other Lions they immediately
made many contributions in the
spent New Years Day at his home ! Alley has employment and are ,the home of his parents. Since his pounced upon Lion Frank as a pre
ing
streak will stay with the Gan
Was German Aviator1 for tra5ning in the German air field of metallographic research.
here at the Kittredge Farm, and | making their home with Mrs. Al- ' enlistment he has seen service at varicator, a "Fibber Adams;’’ and
ders, but according to Gene Hall,
corps and served as pilot for ob
was honor guest at a dinner party ley's aunt Mrs. Birger Youngquist I Pear^ Harbor, Honolulu, also at some even went so far as to pro
servation flights in France. The Three years ago American aircraft
who is wintering in North Haven,
In Last War.
as
Mr.
Youngquist
has
recently
i
Guadalcanal
and
other
Pacific
given by Mr and Mrs. George
observation planes that Fleisch engineers realized that if a special,
and keeping tabs on what goes on
nounce him a darn good liar. For
mann piloted depended upon alti tough, heat-resistant steel for a
Geary. Other guests were Perley been inducted into the Army and i bases- His many friends here are 1 all the rest of the evening he was
by means of this column, the curse
glad
to
welcome
him
after
his
long
is
at
present
stationed
at
Camp
Carver and Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
CANTON, OHIO. — Forty-six tude for safety. They flew at 18,000 vital part of the turbo-supercharger
will stay with them until the first
known as “Half pint, cord and a
absence.
Shelby, Miss.
Brown.
Mondaj’ after the last quarter of
year old, German World War 1 feet which was then far above could be developed, it would add
half Adams.”
thousands of feet to American air
Edward Smith has returned to
the moon which is full Jan. 10. And
Wedded Fifty Years
Miss Rita Knowlton and Alfred
veteran Martin Fleischmann stood French, British and American anti
But Lion Frank stuck to his story
aircraft fire. Allied pursuit planes craft ceilings. The call for this
Boston after spending the Christ S Hall were united in marrage
it will only come to pass when a
In celebration of their gol^pn and said that if any of the doubt
quietly in the background here to didn’t reach that altitude until well steel went out. Fleischmann, re
mas holidays at the home of his Dec. 30 at Union Church parson wedding. Mr. and Mrs. Alfred ing Lions would get up early enough
beautiful blonde woman smiles at a
day watching a huge press forging toward the end of the war. Thus, membering the security he enjoyed
little man with red hair (not too
son Edward E. Smith.
age by Rev. C. S Mitchell. They
some morning and follow him
red-hot steel ingots into the proper young Fleischmann, in compara as a pilot of the German high alti
much hair) which will so encourage
Friends here of William (“Billy' ) were attended by David Hall, Headley held open house Friday through the trackless forest he
shape at The Timken Roller Bear tive safety, got a birdseye view of tude observation plane, went to
him
he will rise up and smite the
Bissett, formerly of this place, but nephew of the groom and S. Sgt. afternoon and evening at their would prove his story before their
ing Company’s plant. The steel the last war. He never forgot the work at once to provide the nec
Skipper
Groliath and smash their in
a long time resident of Portland, Hollis Knowlton brother of the home here. A large number of eyes. The matter was still open for
looked like any other chunk of inherent advantages of high alti essary steel.
vincibility
myth to bits.
will be interested to learn that Mr. bride. Members of the immediate i friends and neighbors called to ex debate, however, when the meet
steel—innocent enough—but it is tude flying.
He was successful, even beyond
It
is
•rumored
that Capt. Grimes
Aissett has announced his can families were present.
tend best wishes and congratula ing broke up. As one Lion ex
giving German military strategists, • Because of his interest in high his fondest hopes. So successful
is trying to hasten that day by in
didacy for a second term as Coun
their air force fliers, and anti altitude flying, and airplane engine that American airplanes now fly
Walter Sprague. U.S.N. spent a tions.
pressed it, '‘I can’t figure out how
troducing another stimulating diet
ty Commissioner in Cumberland short leave recently with his par
aircraft gunners a headache. For design, he entered the University above effective anti-aircraft fire.
In the evening hymns were sung so small a man could possibly cut
of fish cakes and beans, but so far
a few pounds of it used in a vital of Munich after the war to study The altitudes they can reach are so
County. Mr. Bissett has long been ents Mr and Mrs. Eugene Sprague. by Union Church choir of which such a big pile of wood.’”
Der Captain’s plans with home
part of a turbo-supercharger en Mechanical Engineering. Metallog great that German fighter planes
active in Republican political
Mrs. Jennie Lenfest went Thurs Mr. Headley was a member for
But Lion Adams had other
able our bombers and fighters to raphy, the study of the structure cannot rise above American planes
cocking have only served to cook
circles. In 1923 he served in the day to Portland where she will several years. Gifts included a [ troubles at this meeting for as Tail
fly at altitudes above the effective of metals, was a relatively new now rapidly becoming equipped
the goose of his Gander teammates.
Portland City Council. He was a j spend the Winter with her daugh- purse of money from the different II Twister Sellers was confined to his
range of anti-aircraft fire.
He is rapidly approaching the frame
science then and it fascinated with superchargers made from the
member of the Maine House of ! ter Mrs. Maude Pillsbury.
departments of Union Church of home by illness, Vice President An
ex-German
aviator
’
s
steel.
of
mind where he will try some
Fleischmann.
He
decided
to
spe

Paradoxically,
the
German
air
Representatives in 1927 again in
Mrs. Parker Williams has been which Mr. and Mrs. Headley have drew Gilchrist appointed Lion
thing really strong, such as ansenic
force in the last war provided the cialize in it and after graduation It is paying tremendous dividends
1929 and 1931. and served as State in town to attend the golden wed- 1 been active members for many Adams to that very powerful but
inspiration and is therefore partly remained at the University as As in lives saved and planes that
and old shoes, or rat poison on
Senator from Cumberland County ding of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. years.
dangerous office.
Tail Twister
sistant
Professor
of
Metallography.
responsible
for
the
development
come
back
to
fight
again
over
shredded
wheat.
in 1933 and 1935 He was elected Alfred Headley.
) Refreshments included a beauti- Adams (to use his official title for
of
this
steel.
For
26
years
ago
Meanwhile,
German
money
went
the
empires
dominated
by
Ger-,
The
score:
to a first term as County Com
the evening) started off in fine
Mrs. Alton Lewis of Poughkeep- ! fully decorated bride's cake.
Martin Fleischmann volunteered i into a tailspin. At its lowest point many and Japan.
Skippers—Peterson 275. Anderson
missioner in 1938.
style
and soon had the members
sie, N. Y. is guest of her mother
-----------------249. Drew 251, Young 237, Guilford
Ivan Nickerson a student at Wes Mrs. J. S Black.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette. cowering in their seats under the
guardedly left his money bank out ation, which was a most cheerful esting evening, spent in the com 269 total 1281.
83
00
a
vear
leyan College Middletown, Conn.
sting of fine after fine, until he unS.Sgt. Hollis Knowlton. son of
of his sight for a few moments and one, and then Lion O. V. Drew in pany of their fellow club members.
Ganders—Sanborn 287. Nickerson
it disappeared, fines and all.
troduced as speaker Ivan Nickerson, Freeman L. Roberts and Frank 241. Grimes 233, Adams 216, Goose
Recalling the fate that befell Lion a former Vinalhavenite, now attend- • Peterson were guests for the evc- 286, total 1263.
Keith Carver when he lost it twice ing Wesleyan University. Mr. Nick ning.
in a row. the members promised all erson stated that he had not pre
kinds of punishment for Mr. Tail pared a set speech on any subject
Crested Wheatgrass
Twister, but by observation, deduc- but would discuss his life at the Coi
Because crested wheatgrass starts
tion. and a keen sense of smell j lege, which he did in a most pleas- early growth in the spring and fur
Licn Adams finally located the bank , ant, instructive, and entertaining nishes plenty of grazing three weeks
in the pocket of Lion O. V. Drew, 1 manner. He promised to deliver a earlier than native grasses, it fits I
into proper range management. It I
when it promptly came out along j real address, however, on his next makes
an ideal pasture for cows!
with another ten cents to put into it. I trip home to Vinalhaven which will and calves after the calves are old j
After supper “Springtime In the be some time in February.
enough to take care of the increased
Rockies" was broadcast over the
After Mr. Nickerson’s talk Lion milk flow. It is estimated that hav
9
salt wave length to King Lion Ed. Alfred Creed produced the magic ing such a pasture available in the
Carver, who was listening in at box which contained his moving pic early spring will add considerably
the weaning weights in the fall.
Middleboro, Mass Rumor has it ture projector and screen, and the to The
ideal situation would be for
that Ed has his radio rigged with a Lions had the pleasure of seeing the farmer or rancher to have
hock-up on his bed spring so that some late news and sport reels as enough crested wheatgrass pas
he can pick up these Lions Club well as some fine local pictures ta ture to carry his stock until the mid
broadcasts at ease. But another ken of the Vinalhaven II in opera dle of June, thereby making it pos
rumor has it that Ed is out galli tion, including seme taken the day sible to keep the animals off the na
DOUAtt
tive grass until it has made a good
roa ouw
vanting around so much that he the boat was dedicated.
start. Crested wheatgrass can stand
FIGHTING
Vice President Gilchrist an a tremendous amount of heavy graz
seldom goes to bed and the bovs
MEN
are wondering if they are reaching nounced that the next meeting will ing during the spring, and it also
■ut
»f/V ftOW
be held in Union Church vestry, provides late fall grazing if there is
him with their songs and stories.
WAR BONDS-STAMPS
Reports were heard from the com- Jan. 13. After singing the closing enough fall moisture.
mittee in charge of the Children’s | song the Lions wended a weary
Christmas Party, a report from the homeward way. all voicing the con- COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD PUZZLE
committee to assist on the fuel situ- ! viction of a most happy and interAnswer to this puzzle on Page Eight
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These Are Baking 1
By BEULAH V. GILLASPIE
Director, Sealtest Laboratory Kitchen
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CY'E'LL wager ' ' t the family or
’’ guests will E,;- . remember these
whole wheat rolls. An important
part, too, of any balanced meal.
WHOLE WHEAT ROLLS
pressed yeast
1 cup milk
2 tablespoons
2 tablespoons
lukewarm
butter
water
2 tablespoons
lVs cups whole
sugar
wheat flour
1 teaspoon salt
1 to lVicups flour
1 cake comScald the milk, stir in the butter,
sugar and salt and cool to luke
warm. Crumble the yeast into the
water, let soften for a few minutes
and stir into the milk mixture. Anti
Ihe whole wheat flour and mix well. ■
Add the 1 to 1 Vi cups of flour grad-|

ually. turn out on a floured board
and knead for 8 to 10 minutes, add
ing a little fl ur when necessary.
Shape into a smooth ball and place
in a buttered bowl. Brush with
melted butter, cover and let rise in
a warm place until almost doubled
in bulk. Knead until smooth and
roll out on a floured board tc Viinch thickness. Cut in rounds with
a biscuit cutter and brush with
melted butter. Mark through the
center and fold over. Place in a
buttered baking pan. brush with
melted butter and let rise in a warm
place until doubled in bulk. Bake in
a hot oven (400’F.) for 15 to 20
minutes. If desired, brush with but
ter while hot. This makes 24 rolls
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HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
40-Pronoun
42- Man’s name
43- Hinder
45- Bouquets
12- Largest city in the 46- Utter in musical
monotone
world
13- Nothing
47- Skill
14- Razor sharpener
48- River in France
49- Serpent
16- A grain
17- Sheerer
19-For fear that
VERTICAL
21- Wild (Scot.)
22- Hawaiian island
1- Large truck
2- Ascended
25-lnactive
27-Cleaner
3- Comb'ning form.
28- Making less dense
Far
29- Showery
4- Final
5- A flower
31-Draw out
6- Run away and
33- Chanted
34- Seniors (abbr.)
marry
36- A fish (pi.)
7- Horse's gait
37- Chosen
2-Sustle
HORIZONTAL
1-Large cask
4—Designate
8-Wing-shaped
11- Places for combat
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VERTICAL (Cont.)
9-Abhor
10-An insect
15-Strengthen .
17- Odd
18- Circled about
19- Falsifiers

20- A finch
23- Debate

24- Persuades
26- Attempt
27- A pastry
30-Creator
32-Clears of dirt
34— Meaning
35- Soil
38- Sediment
39- Serf
40- Mineral spring
41- Superlative suffix
43— A serpent
44- Material with a
carded surface

i uesaay-i-riaay
Gilchrest) who has been visiting her
mother, Mrs. William Gilchrest was
ROCKPORT
THOMASTON
guest of honor at a shower party re
cently given by a group of friends
E. A. CHAMFNEY
at the home of Mrs. Hazen Cook.
GLADYS O. CONDON
Correspondent
I The guests included: Mrs. Roland
Correspondent
! Hahn, Mrs. Henry Melquist, Mrs.
Clayton Stewart, Mrs. Leroy Wal
lace and the bride's mother, Mrs.
Mrs. Tillie Small is a surgical
Mayflower Temple, P. S., will meet William Gilchrest and Miss Elonia
patient at Camden Community
Friday with supper at 6 o'clock and Woodcock.
Hospital.
the regular meeting following the
Levi Copeland, who has been ill
Miss Madeline Rines of Waldoboro
supper. The committee is: Mrs. with the flu for two weeks, is able
has
been visiting Miss Althea Joyce.
Katherine Crawford, Mrs. Dora
to be about the house.
Maxey and Miss Cora Robinson.
Corp. Orris Burns, Jr., has reMiss Mary Jane Hawley, who ' turned to Camp Edwards after
Pfc. Raymond Robinson who is
stationed at Fort Devens, Mass., spent her holiday recess with her spending a short furlough at heme.
spent New Years with his parents, mother Mrs. Marita Hawley leaves
Miss Lois Burns has returned to
. today for Providence, where she is a
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Robinson.
Tougaloo, Miss., where she has a
[student at Katherine Gibbs Secre
teaching position.
At Watts hall Jan. 12 members of tarial Sehool.
the Third Air Craft Recognition
The G. W. Club will meet Thurs
Miss Sally .Gray, a student at day with Miss Grace Church.
Class, who completed the course, will
receive their certificates from O E. Lasell College has been spending
Caroline and Doris Bums are
Wishman, district director who will her holiday recess with Miss Glenice confined to their home on account
also show moving pictures and dem Lermond and her parents, Mr. and of illness.
onstrate plane models which are to Mrs. Guy Lermond, Main street.
The Johnson Society will meet
be made by observers this Winter. Miss Lermond also is a student at Wednesday with Miss Marion Weid
Any one interested may attend. It Lasell College and they return today man.
is hoped that all ground observers
Roy R. Bell, Jr., S 2c who is sta
Miss Mabel Wall returned Sunday
will be there.
tioned at Newport, R. I, spent the to Attleboro, Mass., after spending
Mrs. J. Russell Davis will be weekend with his parents, Mr. and the sehool vacation with her mother,
hostess to the Friendly Circle Wed Mrs. Roy Bell.
Mrs. Belle Wall, and sister Miss
nesday at 7 30 p. in., at her home on
Hazel
Wall.
School Notes
Knox street.
The
Thimble Club will meet
Tliomaston High School will play
Mrs. Edith Chapman and daugh a return game with Crosby High of Wednesday with Mrs. Blanche
ter Vera, have closed their home on Belfast Friday at 7.30 in the Thom- Carver.
Mrs. Manuel Winchenbaugh of
Gleason street for the Winter, and aistq(:i Gym. Probable lineup for
Rockland was guest Thursday of her
are occuping an apartment at the Thomaston:
home of Mr. and Mrs. Wendall E.
Boys—Kelley rf, Kangas rg, Lynch sister, Mrs. Aubrey Wentworth.
Word has been received of the
Barlow on Main street.
c, Reilly lg, Beattie If.
safe arrival in England of Francis
Mrs. Robert Wolfe entertained in Girls—Crie rf, Porter If, Roes cf, Wentworth.
formally ut a New Year’s Eve party Hall lg Mitchell eg, Crie rg.
Miss Althea Joyce returned Sun
at the home of her parents, Mr. and
League Games
day to Farmington to resume her
Mrs. Vernon Achorn. Green street.
January 14—Thomaston at Cam studies at the Normal School.
Those invited were: Misses Sally den.
The Red Cross reports 13 thank
Gray, Glenice Lermond, Jean Cue,
January 21 -Camden at Thom you letters received from boys in
Mary Jane Hawley, Leona Frisbee,
the service to whom Christmas
a-ston.
Gwendolyn Barlow Mrs. Dana Saw January 25—Thomaston at Lin packages were sent.
yer, Mrs. Henry Melquist, all of this coin.
Mrs. Emma Torrey entertained at
town and Mrs. Lyle Townsend of
January 28 Thomaston at Rock supper Saturday Judge and Mrs.
Oakfield and Miss Dora Seavey of land.
Zelma M. Dwinal and Allan Rob
Port Clyde.
February 4 Thomaston at Rock bins.
The weekly prayer meeting will be port.
Mrs. Abbie Sylvester is seriously
observed with union services Thurs
ill
at her home on Beech street.
February 8—Rockport at Thomas
day at 7 o'clock in the Federated ton.
A chimney fire Sunday afternoon
Church with Dr. H. W. Aagg in
at the residence of Henry Carlson,
February 11—Rockland at Thom
charge and Friday night union serv asten.
Union street, did some damage to
ices will be held in the Baptist ves
the
roof of the building.
February 18—Lincoln at Thom
Miss Lillian Brann, who has been
try with Rev. Hubert F. Leach in aston.
charge at 7 o’clock.
spending the school vacation at her
home
on West street, has returned
Mr. and Mrs. George Newcombe
Coat clearance sale at Vesper
to her teaching duties at Reading,
and daughterss Helen of Brookline, Leach Specialty Store.—adv.
Mass.
Mass., and Miss Elizabeth of New
Charles McKinney is ill at his
York spent Christmas with her sis
SOUTH
THOMASTON
home
on Limerock street.
ter and brother-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs.
C. Vaughn Overman leaves
Elmer Burna EM 2c, formerly of
Mrs. Robert Walsh.
Wednesday
for Bath on account of
Misses Leona Frisbee and Betty the Naval Base in Rockland, is now
Fales, who have been here on two stationed in San Bruno, Calif. Mrs. the illness of her mother.
The meeting of the Twentieth
weeks’ vacation from their studies Burna (ySlvia Tyler of this town)
Century
Club scheduled for this
at Fisher’s Business College, have is now at her apartment on 24 James
week,
has
been cancelled owing to
street, Rockland, for a few days.
returned to Medford. Mass.
illness
among
the members.
Mrs. Arthur J. Elliot will be She has been visiting Mr. Burna’s
hostess to Contract Club Friday af parents in Northbridge, Mass., the
ternoon at her home on Elliot past two weeks.
PLEASANT POINT
street.
Sgt. Ralph B. Tyler surprised his
Homer Marshall hsa been driving
Eugene Jeliison, who spent the parents and grandmother, Mrs. the mail fo ra few days for Miss
Christmas recess with his parents,' Emma Foster , by arriving unex Nora Seaver, while her car was
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Hennigar has pectedly Sunday for a few hours' being repaired.
returned to Coburn Classical InstiRichard Dunn and Melba Ulmer,
tute.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Stimpson
Mrs. Martin Collamore of Waldo
and family were holiday dinner
Our boys must keep on fight
boro was a weekend guest of her
ing—we must keep on buy guests of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
sister and brother-in-law, Mr. and
ing WAR BONDS until vic Young.
tory is won. Keep on BACK
Mrs Vernon Achorn.
Mrs. F. R. Davis has received
ING THE ATTACK.
word from Miss Marfaret McMrs. George J. Sherbe (Barbara
Knight of Oklahoma that she is
somewhat improved in health and
Park Theatre, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday wishes to be remembered to friends
here.
Mrs. Maud Stone of Port Clyde
passed the holidays with Mrs.
Laura Flintcn and Miss Eliza Cook.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Davis en
tertained at Christmas dinner Mr.
and Mrs. Oliver Hahn, and Mrs.
Rose Robinson of Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Powers were
recent callers at Mr. and Mrs. L.
Stimpson's.

Honored For Personal Service

Strand, Wednesd’y, Thursd’y, Frid’y, Saturd’y

CAMDEN
MISS NELLIE AMES
Correspondent

Sam A. Lewi«ohn (left), Chairman, Committee on Prisons and Na
tional Defense, American Prison Association, receives a Certificate of
Merit from Director Maury Maverick, Government Division, War Pro
duction Board, at 73rd Annual Congress of Correction held in New
York recently. Awarded “for outstanding service to the nation through
the development and administration of the prison war-industries
program.** Certificates of Merit were also presented to-^James V.
Bennett,../Director, U. S. Bureau of Prisons; former Governor Dan
Turner of Iowa, and Edward R. Cass, General Secretary, American
Prison Association.

FOOD FACTS
EVERY'LEVEL
REID ISSTUOOEO
WITH POLES TO
PREVENT IN
VADING PLANES
FROM LANDING

FIELDS ARE SLASHED
WITH TRENCHES § TANK TRAPS

LABOR & FARM MACHINERY’

SHORTAGES ARE MORE SERIOUS
THAN IN THE UNITED STATES
BRITAIN
ALMOST DOUBLED
NOW GROWS HAS
NEARLY TWO-THIRD

REMEMBER THE MEN /N
THE SERVICE!
THEY GIVE THEIR LIVES!

VOU LENO VOUR money!

meet
MIDDLE AMERICA

Mrs. John S. Good is the guest of
her husband’s uncle, Attorney
Charles T. Smalley and Mrs. Smal
ley at their Rockland home during
her midwinter vacation from Bos
ton University. Mrs. Gcod was with
Mr. Good at Richmond, Virginia
during the Christmas holidays, fol
lowing which he resumed his duties
at nearby Camp Lee. He will short
ly be transferred to another location
for final training prior to foreign
service.
The adderss of Miss Vera Easton
who recently joined the WAVES is:
(AS) Vera B Easton, Building M,
Apartment 5J UjS.N.TS. (WR)
Bronx 63. New York, New York.
Miss Eleanor Carver of Boston
was recent guest of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Carver, B elmont
avenue.
Mrs. Fannie Rice is passing the
Winter with her son and daughterin-law, Mr and Mi's. Wilbur Rice in
Houlton.
Miss Frances Arey of Portland
spent a few days at her home on
Belmont avenue recently.
K. Scott Cummings has returned
to his home in Belmont, Mass ,
after passing a short visit with Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Brown.
Midshipman Maynard L. Norton
lias returned to the Maine Mari
time Academy at Castine after
passing the Christmas holidays
with his parents Mr. and Mrs.
Keith Norton of Mountain stre'et.
Miss Edith Sheldon returned to
Northampton, Mass., after passing
the Christmas vacation with her
mother Mrs. Mildred Philbrook.
The High School basketball
teams open the season Thursday
night when they met Lincoln
Academy Boys and Girls on the
home floor. This is Camden’s first
league game of the season.
The Baptist Youth Fellowship
held a New Years social and watchhour service at the church Friday.
A Christmas tree was had and re
freshments were served.
Cadet Harold Young, who is at
tending Ohio S. University, Athens,
Ohio, is enjoying a short furlough
at the home of his mother Mrs.
George Ayers.
Naval Aviation Cadet Howard
Dearborn, who has been stationed
at Athens, Ga., is passing a fur
lough at the home of his mother,
Mrs. Herman Bennett.
Mrs. Wendall Leighton has gone
to Boston to receve treatment. She
was accompanied by her son Karl
Leighton who will remain there a
few days on business.
Midshipman Thomas McKay, Jr.,
has returned to Chstine after pass
ing the holidays at the home of
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. W.
McKay.
Midshipman Jack McKeen has
returned to Castine after passng
Christmas at his home.
Coat clearance sale at Vesper A.
Leach Specialty Store.—adv.
lt

Elizabeth Taylor and Nigel Bruce in “Lassie Cume Home

TURN IN USED FATS FOR RATION POINTS

3 TABLESPOONFULS
FIRE A 50 CAL BULLET

8 TABLESPOONFULS
FIRE AN ANTI-TANK SHELL

31 TABLESPOONFULS MAKE
'/i POUND OF DYNAMITE

COOKIES FOR ROOKIES

COOKIE JAK

They taste just like the cookies in the jar on the pantry shelf back
home. And why wouldn’t they? These USO cookie jars are kept filled
by neighborhood women—mothers, daughters, sweethearts and wom
en’s clubs, so they’re the real thing. In many a USO club, the first stop
made by a service man, tired from a long day of drill, is the cookie
jar. This institution is only one of the many homey comforts which
USO had adopted for the welfare of service mer all over the western
hemisphere. USO is now a member organization of the National
War Fund.

Number in n series on the
countries "of Middle America

wjpSF
A REPUBLIC SINCE B22. MEXICO IS SfcCCW
LARGEST IN POPULATION AND THIRD LARGEST H AREA OF THE
LATIN AMERICAN REPU0LICS(W, 154,000 BOP., 75^258 5ft MILLS)

FAIUCy
PA MTS
AZTSC^BREAD BASKETS"! SILT DUG UP PROM
SHALLOW LAKE TEXCOCO WAS POURED INTO HUGE
REED‘BASKETS’RESTING ON LAKE FLOOR. CROPS
RAISED IN THIS RICH SOIL BROUGHT POWER ANO

GEMECAL SIB BERNARD L. MOWnSOHcEY
EIUGUSH C0MHAPDEI2 OF IdE BGiriS+l 6*
APMy is weaEiiug pastel colored silk,
i
UDDLEWEAR THESE PAYS. THE GAENf-IUTS
WERE CATTU£ED AM.0MM WAR MATERIAL ’
IMA MoRTH AT&lCAW AC HOD AMO TOEHtCLY
BELONGED TO A GFfcMAM OFFICER- .

WEALTH TO ONCE-POOR AZTECS.‘ISLANDS'THUS

CREATED WERE THE START OF PRESENT-CAY MEXICO CITY

Scene from “Banjo On My Knee'
FY«AAMPOF rue SUN, A RELIGIOUS TEMPLE
NEAR MEXICO CITY, 6 Z1O FEET HIGH, CCXERS
11 ACRES OF GROUND AND 6 BELIEVED TO
BE CNER 1.000 YfiWS OLP. BUILT BY AN
UNKNOWN INDIAN TRI9E, IT IS MADE

ADOBE BRICK, FACED WIKI STONE AND

OF

OftlOlfUAL
“WAC"

PLASTER.

NEW MASTERS! MODERN MEXICAN FRESCOS,
WATER-COLOR MURALS PAINTED ON WIT PLASTHt,
RIVAL THOSE OF ITALIAN MASTERS. MEXICAN
CLIMATE 6 LIKE ITALY'S. TECHNIQUES ARE THE
ONES USED BY GIOTTO, FAMED 14TW CENTURY
ITALIAN ARTIST.

MOLLY PITCHES WAS UDD0U8TFDLY
THE OEiGlPAL VVAC. SHE WAS
THE FlKSTWONM SER.GEAPT
I/O THE AMERICAN A£KY IV

THE YEA£ 1118—

FR.ISS—IT'5 LIT/
More and more our armies are
landing our fighting troops by para
chute, disrupting enemy lines, en
emy communications, but paying a
heavy price in casualties.
Silken fineries and their substi
tutes are fast passing front the mar
ket to provide safe landings for our
distant fighting men. We can still
buy silk and nylon for them with
War Bonds and Stamps.
V. S. Treasury Department

Edward S. Brophy. Robert Lowery. Elizabeth Russell In
“A Scream In Ute Dark”

Read Hie Courier-Gazette

MEXICO 6 the WORLEfe LEADING PRODUCER
OF SILVER. SINCE THE 16™CENTURY SVl
BILLION ounces HAKE BEEN MINEDMORE THAN A THIRD OF TOTAL 'WORLD
PRODUCTION.
Mexico'* people, like those of the other Middle
American republic*, believe in democracy. To
protect their freedom now and preserve it in
the po*t-war world, they offer their material
wealth to the United Nation*’ war effortcopper, lead, zine, petroleum, cocoa, bananas,
sisal and henequen (for twine), tin, tungsten,
hemp, quinine, guayule rubber, tannin, and
castor oil. among other products.
In the poat-war world, a* today in a world at
war. Mexico and the other republics of Middle
America will play their vital parts a* mem
ber* of the Pan American family of nation*.

A MAVAL PHACMACIS7, IHeotUIU OFF THE S/UKl DG
USS CHICAGO IfOTO ZlOO TWHOMS OF SOUTHPACIFIC WATEJ2. , CARRIED HIS TE-IZEP TOONSOP
UGHTEe WITH HIM- FOLLOWING THE R.tSCU£, HE
TR.ESSEP THt LIGHTER AMP IT immediately
sparked 1VT0 flame.
,»

—TRENCHES FOR.R.EMT- THE UNITED STATES HAS TAlD IN FULL
TOO. IT'S PABT |W EvFCy WAR. THROUGHOUT ITS GLORIOUS-HISTORY THROUGHOUT
WORLD WAR. I THE PUTTED STATES PAID RENT TO FftAIUCfi FOR. THE USE OF TfcEDCHES,

BUtD-WOLCOTT

Walter H. Bird, wealthy sports
man and racehorse owner, of Re
vere. Mass., and Bernice Richard
son Wolcott of Rockland were mar1 ried at high noon New Years Day
_________________
at the home of the parents of the
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Joseph The Maine Women's Club of New bride cn Elm street, Rev. Roy A.
Robishaw of 6 Columbia avenue will York will hold its meeting Satur Welker of the Congregational
observe their Golden wedding anni day afternoon at 2.30 at Hotel As Church reading the single ring
tor, New York City with Miss Emma ceremony.
versary Sunday.
The only attendants were Mr.
E. Irish, president, presiding. Miss
Edwin H. Crie, veteran sign Theresa Wood, home teacher cf the and Mrs. Charles M. Richardson,
pointer and proprietor of a Main •blind, will give an illustrated talk Mrs. Bird's parents. Immediately
street gift shop, and Mrs. Crie, on Braille. There will be a piano [ following the ceremony Mr. and
quietly observed their 51st wedding sclo by Miss Ruth Freer and vocal Mrs. Bird left for Revere and then
roles by Miss Mae Byrne and Mrs.: on t0 New York fcr a stay of two
anniversary Sunday.
Elizabeth Stumm, a trio of blind • weeks. Thej Will make their home
Miss Elsie C. Johnson of Liberty, artists from the Marie Bloede Club in Revere. The bride were, for
traveling, a black suit and carried
formerly of St. George, who is one
of the Bible teachers in the Waldo Mrs. Hattie Davies will entertain a gardenia bcuquet.
Mrs. Bird attended Coburn Clas
County Larger Parish, visited EFA Club Wednesday afternoon at
sical
Institute at Waterville and
friends in Rockland T riday and at her home on South Main street.
Dean
Academy at Franklin, Mass.
tended the opening meeting of the
Midshipman
Spalding
Hodsdon
She
has
been employed recently at
Union Evangelical Crusade.
spent the Christmas holidays with the hat shop of Mrs. Clara W.
The MacDonald Class of the First Mr and Mrs. Charles A. Emery. } Johnson.
Mr. Bird has a very large estate,
Baptist Church met for a sccial eve- His mother, Mrs. Richard P. Hodsning Thursday at the home of Miss don has also been a guest of the comprising some three or four
thousand acres in Eancastershire
Jeannette Stahl on Rankin street Emerys.
County in England, including
Both Christmas and New Year dec
orations were featured.
Games Shakespeare Society will meet Crookery Lodge, which is occupied
were enjoyed and refreshments were Saturday afternoon at the home of at present by children evacuated
served, Mrs. Raymond Pendleton Mrs. Allan J. Murray. The club has from the City of London. He owns
and Miss Stahl being hostesses. The chosen for its Ihodem play for the several large farms which are rent
members of the class who were Winter, "Candle in the Wind,” by ed, and has other interests which
present were Mrs. William Brawn, Maxwell Anderson. The following will require his attention. Mr. and
teacher. Virginia Egan, Margaret papers will be presented: Story of Mrs. Bird plan to travel extensively
Dow, Shirlene McKinney, Hilda the play by Mrs. Mary Smith, the in this country, and following the
Bradstreet, Marion Goss, Doris Mer author by Mrs. Lovejoy. Mrs. Dora war will travel abroad, especially
in the British Isles.
riam, Lorna Pendleton and Jean Bird will be the leader.
The bride was the recipient of
nette Stahl.
many
beautiful gifts from a large
Tonian Circle of the Universalist
circle
of admiring friends. Mr.
A New Year’s Eve party was given {Church will meet Wednesday night
Bird's
gift
to his bride was a beau
by Miss Edith Carr at her home on with Mrs Clinton Bowley at her
tiful
circular
diamond pin contain
Grace street. Those present were home on Granite street.
ing 24 selected stones.
Jack Hatteson, Mary Lou Duff, Har
The
Congregational
Woman's
As

old Wiggin, Florence Knight, Al
bert Havener Sylvia Christofferson, sociation will meet at 4 o’clock to
SPRUCE HEAD
Sandy Gray, Margaret Huntley, morrow afternoon. Tea will be
Miss Helen Meserve who was
Billy McClellan, Melita Smith, Per served by Mrs. John O. Stevens, guest of Mrs. Stanlej7 Simmons for
ley Axtel and Charlie Philbrook. who will have the assistance of Mary two weeks, went Friday to Provi
The group later attended the mid Cates and Jeanette Seliger of the dence, where she will visit Mrs.
night show at the Strand Theatre. Sunbeam Class of the church school. Charles Murphy before resuming
her duties at Wellesley College.
Wawenock Club was entertained
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Haskell and
Mrs. Fred Batty, Sr., went Friday
son Robert, who have been visiting at luncheon at the Copper Kettle to Portland to see her new grandtheir mother Mrs. Elizabeth Haskell, Friday by Mrs. Cora Snow, the | daughter, born Deec. 30 to Mr. and
Mrs. Adah Roberts and other rela group complimenting her on her Mrs. Irving McLeod. On return
tives in this city, left Friday for birthday. The table was prettily ' home Mrs, Batty will be accomdecorated for the occasion, the
their home in Bridgeport, Conn.
' panied by her two young grandsons,
center piece of pinks and jonquils
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Heino who being a gift from Miss Addie Snow. Bobby and Danny McLeod, who will
celebrated their fifteenth wedding [with lighted candles, also many I remain here while their mother is
anniversary v/ere guests at a party There was a lovely birthday cake convalescing.
Miss Mildred Randall of Kittery is
given in their honor at their home cards and gifts frem the numerous
with
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs,
on the Old County Road. They friends of the hostess. Mrs. Evelyn
received many lovely gifts includ McKusic and Mrs. Lenore Savage Stanley Simmons while her parents
ing a purse of money. Refresh were guests of the club. Following are visiting Mr. RandaJ’s parents
ments of sandwiches, cake and the luncheon, adjournment was hi Milbridge.
coffee were served. Those present made to the home of Mrs. Snow on 1 How? E'.well went Friday to
were: Mr. and Mrs. Earl Titus, Earl Mechanic street where the regular Rockland where he will spend the
Titus, Jr., s lc and Mrs William meeting took place. The quotations remainder of the Winter with his
Sibiski, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Luf- were in keeping with the new year, sister .Mrs. Marguerite Harris,
kin. Miss Marianne Lufkin, Charles [There were current events pre- j Lt. Robert Wolf is passing a 30Heino, Jr., Mt. and Mrs. Charles sented, and two papers: "President day furlough with Mrs. Wolf and inCall Mr. and Mrs Stanley Frankiw- Taft" by Mrs. Evelyn Snow and fant daughter Stephanie at the
ski. Miss Virginia Frankowski, "President Wilson” by Mrs. Lelia home of Mrs. Wolf's mother, Mrs.
Miss Anna Heino, Miss Rose Evan- Benner. A question box completed Leland Morton. Lt. Wo'f who is
sky. Miss Prances Evansky, Mrs. the program.
in the Air Corps, has returned from
Allie Daggett and Mrs. Burton
India.
Mrs. Elizabeth M. Ingraham was
White.
Mrs. Lucy Wall has been visiting
hostess to the Dorcas Club yester her daughter, Mrs. Esther Harvey in
Visit Lucien K. Green <fe Son’s day afternoon.
Rockland.
second floor, 16 School street, Odd
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Godfrey of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Fuller,
Fellow* Block, City, Tor Furs, Fur
Rockland
and Mrs. Lavon B. God
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate who have been making a holiday
frey
were
suppe rguests Sunday of
prices
otf visit with the Wyman Fosters in i
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W. W. Godfrey.
Portland, arrived home last night.
Mr and Mrs. Donald York of
Methebesec Club will meet Friday Rockland were gi:ests Sunday of Mr.
Tel.
afternoon at 2.30 at Mascnic Tern- an^ Mrs. H. F. York.
892
pie.. The hostesses will be, Alice
ROCKLAND
Miss Pearl Leonard, a senior in
Z
Karl, Blanche Ellsworth, Laura Busthe
home economics department
well, Ellen Cochran and Caroline
WED., THURS,,
Jameson. The best sellers of the 0t Farmngton Normal School,
FRI., SAT.
year 1943 will be reviewed by Mrs. was home over the holiday’s. M.ss
Angelica Glover.
Leonard will do practice teaching
____________
in Portland shortly and will gradu
Mrs. Clifford Smith of Warren ate at Farmington in May.
ton leaves Friday for Boston, where
Mrs. Charles A. Emery enter
she will spend the Winter.
tained the Kent's Hill Mite Club
yesterday afternoon for contract
Coot clearance sale at Vesper A.
and dessert bridge. High scores
Leach Specialty Store.—adv.
lt.
went to Mrs. Ray E. Eaton and
Mrs. Nathan F. Cobb. The next
meeting Jan. 17. will be with Mrs.
Seabrook Gregory.

ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED

This And That
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THE LYRIC MUSE
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Social Matters

TODAY, WED., THURS.

BIG DOUBLE FEATURE
ALL STAR PROGRAM
Feature 1

. joti

S
WHW*

oir****1 *’» "
A 20*

Fr,« picture

By K. S. F.

Eleanor N. Tracy

Mr. and' Mrs. Charles B. •Tracy
announce the* engagement of tneir
daughter Eleanor N. Tracy to Law
rence W. Chapman, son cf Mrs
Edith Chapman and the late Lor
ing W. Chapman of Thomaston.
Miss Tracy w’as a graduate of
Rockland High School in the class
of 1943, and1 at present is employed
by the War Price & Rationing

Lawrence W. Chapman

! Board of this city.
Mr Chapman
a graduate of
Thomaston High School where he
was outstanding in athletics and
leadership. Pravious to entering
the Navy, he was radio dispatcher
at the Maine State Police Barracks
in Thomaston.
No date has been set for the wed
ding.

i up to the only filling s:ation near
I here and said she would like to get
tw’o gallons of gak Barely a gal
It Will Surprise You When lon had poured into the tank when
You Hear Of His Christ the gas spilled over the top.
"Madam,” said the owner of the
mas Dinner
filling station, “you did not require
Editor cf The Com ier-Gazette:—
any gas. You already had an over
I was surprised, two days ago, to supply.”
At another filling station a womreceive from the mail carrier a c'.rand
with a new car asked for six
cel containing two small packages
gallons
of gas. “How much gas
of tea. On the outside of the
package, which came front Quincy, have you in your tank now?" asked
Mass., the initials and name of tne the attendant. “Oh, I guess about
sender were given, but without re six gallons,” she replied. “In that
vealing whether the donor was a case you cannot get a drop of gas
at this place. We have regular
Mr., a Mrs. or a Miss.
customers
who have been entirely
Not knowing any person of that
without
gas
and who have had to
name and not knowing anyone in
take
their
turn
in receiving some.”
Quincy. I w’as so curious to learn
The
woman
with
the new car
how the sender came to know that
was
furious.
"Tliis
country
is going
I was short on tea—my favorite
i
to
hell
fast,
”
she
declared.
With a
beverage—that I sat right down
.
few
parting
observations
concernand wrote a letter expressing thanks
for the gift and my’ desire to learn , ing “those mutts at Washington"
how the package came to be sent she sped away.
S. Newton Broadbent
to me.
Siesta
Key,
Florida, Dec. 25.
Yesterday I received a letter from
the sender of the tea which evi
JENNIE F. PACKARD
dently should have been delivered
Miss
Jennie F. Packard, an aged
with the package. The letter read:
“To S Newton Brcadbent, whose and respected resident, died in this
“Courier” letters I appreciate and ! city on Christmas Day.
Miss Packard was born near Glen
enjoy:—
I
Cove,
Feb, 13, 1662. She wa? a
"There’s a bit cf tea on the way to you,
And I wish I cculd add an onion or daughter of Capt. Adoniram J. and
two.
Her
But old Jack Frost, with his wicked 1 Rebecca (Gregory) Packard.
grin.
' father died while she was still a
Would find them and spoil them for
small child and except for times
you.’
The letter W’as from a lady, her when she was employed elsewhere.
name and address accompanying Miss Packard lived with the mother,
it, but still I am ignorant as to as a dutiful daughter. While very
whether she is married or a maiden young she suffered from scarlet
fair to see. But whatever she is fever during an epidemic which took
she is all right with me, and I two sisters and a brother, and which
hope that if ever she is in the permanently injured her eyes.
While young she worked as a
neighborhood of Port Clyde she will
tailoress. She was matron of a cot
drop in to see me.
A few weeks ago, in one of my tage at Good Will Farm for 19 years,
stories in The Courier-Gazette I besides serving other institutions.
For the past 10 or 12 years Miss
mentioned that I was short on tea
Packard
had lived in retirement.
and in all of Sarasota I cculd not
She
was
an
upright person with a
buy an cnicn. The package mailed
keen
quick
sense
of humor and one
to me by the lady from Quicny is
cf
strong
loyalties.
She was a mem
a tribute to the widespread circu
ber
of
the
Universalist
Church.
lation of Rockland’s popular news
The
funeral
was
held
Dec. 27 at
paper.
the
Russell
funeral
home,
Rev. Al
This is Christmas Day and what
do you suppose I indulged in for fred Hempstead officiating.
dinner Turkey? Far from it. On
UNION
this day of days I did not partake
Annie
Mae
Rhodes has been
of any sort cf meat. Some time
spending
a
two
weeks
vacation with
ago I read that in England a meal
her
parents.
very prevalent consisted of boiled
Pfc. Raymond A. Rhodes, recently
cabbage and potatoes—no meat.
spent
a 30-day furlough with his
So fcr dinner today I tried it out.
After the cabbage and potato were parents. He has returned to the
boiled I mashed them up and add Valley Forge General Hospital,
ed hot bouillon for gravy’. It w’as Phoenixville, Penn.
J. C. Creighton who has been ill
fine. I was the only one at the
with grippe, is able to be out but is
table. 1
The stores in Sarasota are doing now suffering an eye ailment.
Miss Gladys Mitchell passed the
the biggest business in their his
holidays
with her father, Carl
tory. People have more money
than ever before and they are Mitchell.
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Howard
spending it regardless. The high
est prices are paid for clothing and had as guests New Years Day, Capt.
jewelry’ and stocks of all sorts are and Mrs. Willard Howard, Miss
being rapidly reduced. No thought Edith Howard, Lawrence Howard,
Donald McEdward of Portland,
is given of tomorrow.
There has been an acute gas Norma McEdward of the Nazarene
shortage here, but some folks seem College, Boston and Robbie McEd
to have no trouble in obtaining ward.
Mrs. Edith Overlock ot
enough to keep constantly on the Washington was a visitor at the
go. Hoarding is partly responsible Howard home over the holidays.
for the shortage, and it is surpris
Miss Ruth Howe and Charles
ing to see the number of cars Hcwe dined New Years Day with
speeding on the highway with only Mrs. Ethel Griffin.
one occupant.
Fred E Burkett left Monday for
The ether day a woman pulled Florida.

Broadbent’s Letter

The World’s News Seen Through

Second Hit

An International Daily Neu/spaper
Published by THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE PUBLISHING SOCIETY

One, Norway Street, Boston, Massachusetts
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Riotous ond Romantic!
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PLUS LATEST NEWS

WHAT A “MISS AMERICA"
LOOKS LIKE.
Rosemary La
Planrlte. “Miss America of 1941,*’
is in the movies now. One of the
nation's most photogenic and most
widely-photographed girls, Rose
mary has already appeared in two
films for RKO Radio, to whom she
is under contract, “The Falcon in
Danger.” and "The Fallen Spar
row.” She will be seen next with
Kay Kyser and his orchestra in the

big fibuusical, “Around the World.”

ia Truthful—Constructive—Unbiased — Free from Sensational
ism — Editorials Are Timely and Instructive and Its Daily
Features, Together with the Weekly Magazine Section, Make
the Monitor an Ideal Newspaper for the Home.

Price $ 12.00 Yearly, or $1.00 a Month.
Saturday Issue, including Magazine Sectior, ^2.60 a Year.
Introductory Offer, 6 Saturday Issues -5 Cents.
Obtainable at:

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE READING ROOM
507 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE

My heart is full up with appre
ciation to the many kind readers
of The Courier-Gazette who give
me thanks for my part in this
newspaper. I wish to say this fcr
my office force—if there was ever
a banded force in anj’ office work
more loyal, more thoroughly alive
to duty, more interested in the
making of this newspaper equal to
the best in the State, or more will
ing to work under every difficulty
that might come, I have never
heard about it and have my doubts
that it exists. I am sure you are
cognizant of the fact that we have
in each issue some fine editorials
w’ritten by Mr. Winslow together
with editorial comment from the
metropolitan newspapers relative
to the most important world
events. With wishes to all this
year fcr progress, peace and good
health, and thanks to you for cour
tesies extended this newspaper, I
remain
Kathleen S. Fuller.
• • » •

Dr. W. B. Riley, at the recent
Minnesota
Baptist Contention,
charged that “the outrageous wom
en’s fashions of today have left
little or nd* covering fcr femininity
and are responsible for the lax
moral conditlbns.” Well, we have
eyes, but ours is not a magazine of
fashion. We desire, however, to
call attention to Deuteronomy 225.
We shall be greatly disappointed if
you do not turn at once to that
verse and give it due consideration.
• • • •
General George Washington's’
advice would be excellent for these
cays. As Commander-in-Chief lie
pointed out to the U. S. Army of
1776:
"The General is sorry to inform
that the foolish and wicked prac
tice of profane cursing and swear
ing, a vice heretofore little known
in an American Army( is growing
into fashion. He hopes the officers
will, by example as well as influ
ence, endeavor to check it, that we
can have little hope of the blessoi Heaven on our arms if we insult
it by our impiety and felly. Added
to this, it is a vice so mean and
low, without any temptation, that
every man of sense and character
detests and despises it. G. Wash
ington.”
* • • •
From "Between Ourselves:’’
For January, 1944
Prophecy
"Don’t prophesy unless y’ know!"
Whoever voiced that bit of homespun was wise. So at the start of
this year of destiny w’e're not going
to prophesy’—much.
War? We'U string along with
Army and Navy. Victory is certain
they say, but we re a long way item
the climax—blood, sweat and tears
That last is hard; but they ought
to know.
Of one thing, though, we can be
sure.
As in years past, so in the year
or years to come, the nation, in
arms abroad and on the home front
as well, can depend on the tele
phone industry to deliver.
• • • •
Who is there so cold-blcoded that
h« is not impressed w’ith the beauty
and significance of that lovely old
hymn. "The Little Brown Church
in the Wildwood"—a poem in these
two lines.
• • • •
Responsibilities were never more
acute than today for mothers of
the world to maintain Christian
homes, alive to the need of strong,
vital true blue characters, well
versed in Christian virtues. Mothers
should be the directors of their
children in the ways the Creator
had planned for them. Her re
sponsibility
should'
never
be
neglected.
• • • •
'If there was anyone in occu
pied France who had never seen a
German before and thought he was
a good animal, he knows different
now.” said Anne Morgan, head of
the “Amercan Friends of France.”
• e • •
Think about this. It's worth a
deep thought:
Polish Woman’s W ish

The Christian Science Monitor
LATEST NEWS

Publication Limited to Brief
Poems
of Original Composition
By Subscribers

101*1

My Christmas wish for the
United States is that the leaders cf
this remarkable country may see
clearly the great danger that lurks
in balance of power politics—a
way among nations which has kept
Europe bleeding for so many years.
And may God preserve them from
signing any secret alliance, because
America is meant to be a friend
and enjoy the friendship not of a
few powers but of all the peoples
in ‘.he world.”
Buy war Bonds and Stampe

COD S MEANING
[For The Courier Gazette)

Eis

THE prince of peach
The original of this picture was
conceived and painted by the famous
artist, Howard Chandler Christy, in
vivid color and heroic proportions as
an artistic symbol for the Crusade
for a New World Order. This move
ment, led by the Council of Bishops
of The Methodist Church, is this
denomination’s part in a general
effort of the churches to register in
advance with the peacemakers ap
proval of such post-war collabora
tion among the nations as will guar
antee future peace.
A hundred mass meetings in key
cities during January, a transcribed
radio series on scores of stations,
posters, periodical and pamphlet lit
erature and a sermon on the picture
title in every one of the 42,000 Meth
odist pulpits on January 30 are items
In the program.

MRS. ADA MILLS
Ada (Blackington) Mills, 92,
widow of Ambrose Mi ls, died Mon
day, following an illness of several
days. Mrs. Mills was born in Rock
land, the daughter of Francis and
Margaret (Kaler) Blackington and
lived here a’.l her life. Several Win
ters during the past few years, Mrs.
Mills spent with her sen, the late
Llewellyn F. Mills of South Boston,
who died Sept. 25.
Mrs. Mills was a member of the
Church of Immanuel, Universalist,
and for several years was director
of the First Baptist Choral Society.
She was very much interested in
music and for many years was a
member of the Wight Philharmonic
Society and of the Rubinstein Club.
She attended for many years the
Maine Music Festivals held in Port
land or Bangor, and as a vocalist
of unusual attainments, figured
prominently in musical events in
this vicinity.
The only survivor is Lieut. Ellis
A. Mills, U. S. Army, whose residence
is New York and who at present
is on overseas duty.
Services will be at the Russell Fu
neral Home tomorrow afternoon,
Rev. John .Smith Lowe, D.D., offi
ciating.
Interment will be in
Aehorn Cemetery.
Buy War Bonds and Stamnw

brethren thought evil against
him,'
The brethren of Joseph of old.
In hatred they sold h!ni Into Egypt
For Mldlanltes coveted gold.
But Joseph could see a good meaning
In their enmity's hard cruel rod,
His life sivlng merciful mission.
The meaning and purpose cf God
The foes of the cuclfied Savior
Though); evil alone by their deed
Eut God In His mercy o'er-rullng.
Meant good to His world In Its need
God ever means good to His loved ones
In the evil their enemies do.
In hatred, wrath, wars and destruc
tion
His goodness by faith we can view.
We shall knew in the Heavenly future
How In all of the hatreds of earth
God has always meant good to His
children
The blessings of love’s matchless
worth.

Allison M Watts,

Jamaica, Vt.

at at at at
OMEGA AND ALPHA
I For The Courier-Gazette)
This Is the old year's ending.
A year of struggle and strue,
A year of taxing and spending.
A year of wasting of iUe.
This Is the old year's ending.
A year of sorrow and oread
A year of wrecking and rending,
A year of dying and dead.
This Is the new year's beginning
What of its boon or bane
What of its blessing or sinning,
What of Its pleasure or pain?
This Is the new year s beginning.
What Is your will, O year?
What fabric are you spinning
For mankind’s vesture here
The old year dies and the new year
lives.
So the centuries have passed by.
God gave men time and still He gives,
But the Judgment Day is nigh.
Wichita, Kansas.

Piiny A Wiley

at a? >t at
ISLAND IN WINTER
(For The Courier-Gazette)
The Narrows shores are icy bound,
An leecake floats along the sound.
The swelling tide comes creeping In,
A crow calls to his hidden kin.
An old squaw dives to oceans floor.
On lazy wing the sea gulls soar.
Beyond the Narrow's wintry scene.
Stands out the Island's evergreen.
Its grove of spruce and fir and pine.
Clothed in the white snows glistening
shine,
A shelter makes where patient sheep.
Within Its lee, a vigil keep.
Their Summer hill is covered o'er
And bush and vine and rock and moor
Are clothed In Winter's sparkling^dress.
Trimmed with a faded herbage tress;
And spruce and alders fringe below
The bleak hillside cf drifted snow.
A boat's keel grates upon the sands.
The shepherd with their fodder lands.
The sheep crowd round their master's
feet
With many a piteous lonesome bleat,
Then silently they eat their hay,
And to their woodland Shelter stray.
His skiff safe in Its landing berth,
The shepherd seeks his cosy hearth;
The sheep among the greenwood trees
Are shielded from the chilly breeze;
While shadows o'er the Island creep
And twilight soothes the bay with
sleep.
Austin S. Calderwood
Vinalhaven.

Noted Maestro and Composers

his current series oi General Motors Symphony oi the Air
programs each Sunday over NBC, Leopold Stokowski is making
liberal use or musical works by contemporary American composers.
Above, Stokowski discusses with four of the widely known com
posers the season’s repertoire in which they are represented. Left
to right are Stokowski, Deems Taylor, Paul Creston, Aaron Copland
and William Schuman. This marks the third season that Stokowski
has conducted the famous NBC Symphony Orchestra, heard on the
CM hour.

STYLE GOES
TO YOUR
HEAD
You don’t have a lot of time
to bother with your hair. Let us
style it in a flattering way . . .
for an all-occasion well-groomed
appearance.

PERMANENTS
$5, $6, $7, $8
\

Three Expert Beauticians

GILBERTS

BEAUTY

SALON

375 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
PHONE 142
86Ttf
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25 YEARS AGO
A review from The Courier-Gazette of happenings which interested
Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1918.

The city was horrified over the j Rockland. Dec. 19, to Mr. and
discovery that a prominent Rock- J Mrs. Jchn E Gamage. a son
land woman had been murdered.
Rockland, Dec. 29, to Mr. and
The body was discovered near the Mrs. Howe W Hall, a daughter—
corner of Limerock and Broad- Marguerite Lucille.
streets by Louis Hart an employe ; Syracuse, N. Y„ Dec 24, to M?.
of the water company. Rewards of and Mrs. Herbert S Clark, a sen
$6000 were offered for the appre
Rockport, Dec. 29, to Mr. and
hension of the criminal.
Mrs. Michael Driscoll a son.
Approximately 150 Naval Re
Rockport, Dec. 28 to Mr. and
serves who had been stationed at I Mrs. Wilbert McDonald, a son.
• • • •
the Section Base opposite Rankin
The marriages for this period
Block since the start of the war
| First World War J left for Com- | W’cre:
monwealth Pier, Boston.
They . Thomaston, Dec. 28. Alton L.
were given a send-off the night be- J Butler and Alice K. Robinson.
fore by Limerock Council K of C. | Rockland, Dec 21, Fred S. Beale
Fred B Robbins bought the and Grace A. Mank, both of CamCl aries E. Heckbert house on j c'en.
Tenant's Harbor, Dec. 24, Libby
Grace street.
Phil Jason was playing sensa- , F. Hupper of Port Clyde and Iola
tional roller polo for the Salem , B. Leavitt of Rockland
Portland, Nov. 27, Joseph Peach
team in the New England League.
of
Portland and Mrs. J. J. Clougn
Miss Mary E Hall was awaiting '
of
Rockport.
orders to go to France to do can
Rockland Dec. 23, Dr. Edwin W.
teen work.
Lucius E. Jones was elected chief Gould and Carrie F. Woodcock.
Rcckland, Dec. 21, William A.
patriarch of Rockland Encamp
ment, I. O. O F. Clarence A Creighton and Leila E. Young.
Union, Dec. 24. Alden A. Towle of
Wellman was elected chancellor
commander of Gen. Berry Lodge, Appleton and Ethel M. Morse of
Hope
K P.
Rockland, Dec. 24, James H.
Colby Moore became manager of
Gray
and Amelia E. Allen.
the Rudolph Britt blacksmith shop.
Rockland. Dec. 24, Willie E.
Henry D Hill of Rockland and
Lee Pettingill of Thomaston were Staples and Ruby J. Chaples.
reported missing in action in ! Thomaston, Dec. 24. Herman J.
Overlock and Nathalie E. East
France.
The
Rockland
Confectionery i man, both of Warren.
Company was organized with j Thomaston, Dec. 25, Leroy A.
Wallace and Ruth C. Feyler, both
Wyman Packard as president.
Harry Humphrey was elected of Friendship.
master of Penobscot View Grange
Mrs. Joseph J Veazie 65, died at
her home on Orange street.
Mrs. Ira W. Feeney, 26, died at ,
Owl’s Head .
Dr. Harry E Gribbin. 43, died of ,
pneumonia at his home on Clare- i
mont street.
“Guns With Wings—T h a t ’a
Corporal Harold E. Welt died at j what U. S. warplanes already
Camp Upton, just as his Division ! have been called. Now comes
the news that Mitchell bombers
was about to be discharged from tote
75 mm. cannon.
the service.
Thus has aerial warfare pro
The “French 75” of
Whe nRaymond S. Bird talked gressed.
World War I was the backbone of
with Kelley Field, Texas, it estab Allied
artillery. Sky fighting was
lished a record of long distance j in its infancy. First, opposing
telephoning from Rockland. His airmen shot pistols and rifles.
a Frenchman, Roland Gar
brother Adriei U Bird was in the Then,
ros, put a machine gun to work
civilian Service there.
firing through propeller bladas,
Lieut. E Carl Moran, who was hut it remained for Anthony Fokker to develop complete synchro
stationed in Liverpool, had been nization.
And now the 75 mm.
very ill with pneumonia.
gun, which in World War I was
“The Laurie" annex to the Cop horse-drawn, has taken to the air
drawn by the equivalent of more
per Kettle was opened
than 2,000 horses!
Mrs. Clarence C. Thomas died at !
Shape of the Air World—This
her home on Broadway, aged 27 week in Washington a gigantic
dinner party toasts Orville Wright
years.
Dr Prince E. Luce, formerly of '
Rockland, died in Clinton.
The Lavinia M. Snow property
on Water street was sold to Miss
Mattie Titus.
Former Mayor John Lovejoy, who
had also served as postmaster, and
president of the Rockland Savings
Bank, died at the age of 76.
Mrs. John Simpson, 69, died at
her home on Rankin street.
Hector B. Winslow-, 31, died of
pneumonia.
FIRST MAN TO FLY/ THE WRI6HT
BROTHfcRS FtiPPEP FOR FIRST CHANCE —
Capt. F. W. Kent sold the
WILBUR WON BUT THE PLANE CRASHER. WWF
Bchooner Charlie & Willie and
DftySJJ73K. ONPKrMBK 17,1903, MVlUtHKCfeDlD.
bought the Gloucester sloop Vesta, i
Oscar Blunt of Thomaston was on the 40th birthday of flight.
elected commander of Edwin Libby The theme of the celebration is
“Aviation# ar.d Peace”, and oddly,
Post, G,A.R.
many at that dinner will have
Rodney I. Thompson sold his strikingly different concepts of
residence on Middle street to Frank aviation’s role in peace.
There will be representatives
A Kimball.
of the sixteen domestic airlines
• • • •
which are for competition in post
The following births were re war international air travel.
corded :
There also will he heads of the
Marlboro, Mass., Dec 18. to Mr. only two airlines which advocate
a monopoly. There will be offici
and Mrs. Willard Boggs, a son— i als who favor competition and
Wendell Addison.
others like Senator Josiah Bailey,
Chairman of the Senate Com
merce Committee, who back “one
strong company”, believing this
necessary to meet the challenge of
foreign operatois.
It’s pointed
out, however, thrt “one strong
company” is merely another
phrase for “monopoly'’ and that
because of a virtual oceanic air
line monopoly before Pearl Har
bor, this counl-.y had only six air
planes especially designed for the
long water hops \pon which our
military effort now- depends.
New Wing* for CAP—State
wings of the Civil Air Patrol are
getting new wings. The Army
is turning over 288 3mall air
craft
the CAP, two being avail
able to t ach state immediately.
These will be used in a recruiting
drive. '
Organized cne week before
Pearl Harbor, the “Flying Minute
Men” art nil volunteers, are paid
while on patrol, but chip in for
expense*-- which are estimated te
clings to irritated throat surfaces,
run fCbOO.OOO a month
protecting and soothing them.

Rockport, Dec. 24. Capt. David
Arty and Patience Pierce.
Rockport. Dec. 24. Ralph Snow
man and Mrs Grace Knight.
Harold Philbrook bought out the
mail business at Owl’s Head.
Mrs. W. F. Clark was elected ma
tron of Grace Chapter. OES. in
Thomaston.
Rev L. W. West resigned as pas
tor of the Baptist Church in Rock
port to accept a call to the Waldo
boro church.
Mrs Ethel Willard. 72, died
suddenly in Tenant's Harbor.
Miles Dodge, graduate of Camden
High School was killed in action in J
Belleau Wood
Sgt William R. Russell of Vinal- ’

haven was recommended for a 1st
Lieutenant.
W. H Elms, proprietor of the
Elms Cafe in Camden, died.
S. Dahlgren died in Camden at
the age of 51.
Rev. Gilbert M. Foxwell rector
of St Thomas Episcopal Church
Camden, died of pneumonia.
Merritt E. Brasier, 22. died in
Thomaston of pneumonia.
Mrs. Lewis Tewksbury died in
Camden, aged 25
Everett Libby of Vinalhaven was
gassed, and received a mustard gas
bum on his hip.
Mrs. Calvin Smith, 91, died in
Vinalhaven.
Buy War Bonds and Stamps

ward Latva.

GRANGE CORNER
ft ft ft ft
Mews Item* from all of the Pa(rono of Husbandry are welcomed
here.

The next Grange meeting will be

Jan, 5 at which time the first and
second degrees will be worked on
lour candidates.
Indelible Ink Marks

Acorn Grange of Cushing has
elected as officers: Master, Nora
Seaver; overseer, Walter Powers;
lecturer. Marilyn Malony; steward,
Madeline Stimpscn; assistant stewI ard, Homer Marshall; treasurer,
Albert Orff; secretary’, Kathryn
Maloney; Flora, Ruth Benner;
Ceres. Vivien Miller; Pomona. Hil
da Morse; gatekeeper, Everett DaI vis; lady assistant steward, Jessie
j Powers; executive committee. Ed

Equal parts of ammonia and tur
pentine will remove indelible inkmarks.

Pedestrian

A pedestrian is a man who has
two cars, a wife and a daughter.
Underground Travel

There are three underground rail
ways in Buenos Aires.
Login

A login is a stretch of still water
in a river or bay.

X SCOTT Furriers

January
Fur Clearance!
as much as
Super Values Proving Why
SCOTT Furriers Sells MORE

Fur Coats Than Any Other
Store In New England

.. >1 <*n-**.
-til

-

For Beauty!

For Quality!

For Fine Fit!

For Investment In Future Happiness!
Choose a Scott Super-Bilt Fur Coat!
All Fur Pieces Are TAX INCLUDED!

$

$

TAX INCLUDED

TAX INCLUDED

TAX INCLUDED

$

149

129
199

TAX INCLUDED

TAX INCLUDED

You’ll Find These Fur Favorites in the Above Feature Groups!
• MINK BLEND MUSKRATS

• DYED CARACUL PAWS

• SABLE BLEND MUSKRATS

• SEAL DYED CONEYS

• SILVER TONE DYED MUSKRATS

• NATURAL SILVER MUSKRATS

• BEAVER DYED CONEYS
• BEAVER DYED MOUTON LAMBS

• NATURAL SQUIRRELS

• LET-OUT RACCOONS

• RED FOXES
• BLACK DYED PERSIAN LAMB PAWS • PLATINUM NORWEGIAN FOXES
• DYED SKUNKS

• SILVER DYED FOXES

• SKUNK DYED OPOSSUMS

• RACCOON DYED AMERICAN

• BLACK DYED KID SKINS

FOXES

2.

Helps relax tenseness and the
feeling that you mutt cough.
3. Helps loosen and Bring up
phlegm.
4. Contains no sugar —suitable for
diabetics.
5. Contains no narcotics—safe for
children.
Your druggist will refund full
price if you are not satisfied.

ANSWER TO
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ffiinjOAgTgc ;aTl
a Celata sMl'OtT o oti

1 '-WSjTIRt

6.

Take RKSPAMOL as directed on label, and
if you don’t get prompt relief, consult
your physician. At all druigut* — 509.

HUNDREDS OF OTHER VALUES FROM $69 TO $799
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